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Ganzheitliche Simulation optischer Systeme

Ausgehend von einer linearen Anordnung einfacher Komponenten, wie beispielswei-
se sphärischen Linsen und Spiegeln, und einer geometrisch-optischen Beschreibung
hat sich die Optik zu einem immer komplexer werdenden Gebiet entwickelt. Viele
moderne Systeme basieren neben der Brechung auf weiteren optischen Effekten, wie
beispielsweise Beugung, Kohärenz, Polarisation und Streuung, enthalten präzise ge-
fertigte Freiformflächen oder digitale Signalverarbeitung. Für eine umfangreiche und
aussagekräftige Vorhersage der Leistung solcher Systeme, können diese Aspekte in
der Simulation meist nicht vernachlässigt werden. Außerdem führt eine entkoppelte
Betrachtung der einzelnen Teilbereiche oftmals nicht zu einem erfolgreicher Abgleich
mit dem real gefertigten Aufbau. Ein Ziel der Dissertation ist die Erarbeitung um-
fassender, systemischer Ansätze zur Konzeption und Simulation moderner optischer
Systeme. Durch die Entwicklung neuer Algorithmen und Modelle soll eine zuneh-
mend ganzheitliche Beschreibung und Optimierung ermöglicht und deren Nutzen
diskutiert werden.

Als Grundlage für eine ganzheitliche Simulation optischer Systeme wurde eine mo-
dulbasierte Simulationsumgebung erarbeitet, welche sowohl die Zusammenführung
vorhandener Modelle als auch die Integration neuer Ansätze ermöglicht. Selbstver-
ständlich können im Rahmen dieser Arbeit nur eine Auswahl der nahezu unüber-
schaubaren Anzahl an relevanten Aspekten adressiert werden. Der Fokus liegt hier-
bei auf der Berücksichtigung gefertigter Komponenten und realer Lichtquellen, der
Integration nachgeschalteter Signalverarbeitung und physikalischer Effekte, wie bei-
spielsweise Streuung und Beugung. Ein wichtiger Teil für die Verbindung einzelner
Komponenten ist die Beschreibung der Lichtausbreitung im freien Raum. Im Rah-
men der Arbeit wird ein neuer Algorithmus für die wellenoptische Propagation von
kohärentem Licht zwischen beliebig gekippten Ebenen vorgestellt. Durch eine Zer-
legung der allgemeinen Rotationsmatrix kann auf eine komplexe Interpolation ver-
zichtet werden. Ein Vergleich mit bestehenden Alternativen ist Teil der Arbeit. Ein
erfolgreicher Abgleich mit dem gefertigten System kann oftmals nur unter Berück-
sichtigung von herstellungsbedingten Fertigungsfehlern und Justagetoleranzen erfol-
gen. Speziell für die Simulation und Tolerierung von abbildenden Systemen, welche
diamantgedrehte Freiformflächen enthalten, wird eine Lösung vorgestellt. Basierend
auf einer analytischen Beschreibung der gefertigten Substrate, kann deren Einfluss



auf die Abbildungsleistung des Systems untersucht werden. Die Verifizierung der Me-
thode ist exemplarisch an Messergebnissen erbracht. Ein weiterer Schritt zu einer
umfassenderen Systemsimulation ist die Berücksichtigung der verwendeten Licht-
quelle. Für die Analyse eines kompakten, hoch-sensitiven Streulichtsensors wurde,
neben der Integration von digitaler Signalverarbeitung und einem für die Anwen-
dung kritischen Schutzglases, die verwendete Laserdiode mittels Phasenrekonstruk-
tion charakterisiert. Der entsprechende experimentelle Aufbau und eine Abschätzung
der erreichten Genauigkeit sind Teil der Arbeit.

Insgesamt, ist der Funktionsnachweis einer ganzheitlichen Herangehensweise exem-
plarisch anhand unterschiedlicher Demonstratoren erfolgreich erbracht. Gegenüber
einer Lösung der singulären Teilbereiche konnte gezeigt werden, dass eine ganz-
heitliche Betrachtung zu einer signifikant höheren Übereinstimmung mit den ex-
perimentell bestimmten Resultaten führt. Fernziel dieser Arbeit ist ein virtuelles
Prototyping, welches die industrielle Entwicklung komplexer Optiken hinsichtlich
Kosten, Risiken und Entwicklungszeiten erheblich verbessern würde.
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1. Introduction

For many years, the design of optical systems mainly comprised a linear arrangement
of plane or spherical components, such as lenses, mirrors or prisms, and a geometric-
optical description by ray tracing lead to an accurate and satisfactory result. Today,
many modern optical systems found in a variety of different industrial and scientific
applications, deviate from this structure. Polarization, diffraction and coherence,
or material interactions, such as volume or surface scattering, need to be included
when reasonable performance predictions are required. For example, this is apparent
in the simulation of optical coherence tomography systems or fluorescence micro-
scopes for biological applications [1, 2]. For high-power laser systems used in mate-
rial processing [3], an agreement with the experimental measurements is often only
achievable if non-linear gain effects and thermal lensing within the active medium
are considered. In the field of ultra-fast optics, short pulses and time-dependent
interactions need to be described [4, 5]. Modern manufacturing technologies allow
for the realization of complex components with a variety of different functions. For
example, ultracompact multi-lens objectives can be printed using two-photon laser
writing [6, 7] whilst diffractive structures with nanoscopic dimensions can be real-
ized by lithography [8]. Furthermore, selective laser melting in combination with
ultra-precise diamond-turning [9] and magnetorheological finishing [10] enables the
construction of lightweight mirrors and housings. This technology is commonly used
in space applications [11,12] as a result of its resistance to thermal and mechanical
influences. Independent of the production method however, limitations for the ap-
plication still exist as a consequence of surface imperfections, such as regular mid
spatial frequencies [13]. These aspects must be considered in the design and simu-
lation of optical systems to ensure that their impact is not damaging to the overall
purpose of the corresponding setup. Another important part is the growing field
of digital optics. Signal processing algorithms have become an indispensable part
of many systems, whereby an almost unlimited number of current and potential
applications exists. These include modern microscopy systems [14], whose usage
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comprises various medical applications [15], and even consumer electronics such as
digital compact or smartphone cameras [16], wherein the final image is heavily based
on post processing. Since these algorithms are an essential part of the system, their
compatibility and impact on the completed system is an important aspect to con-
sider. In principle, this list of relevant topics and examples can be further expanded
to an almost unlimited extend. However, the simulation and optimization of the
single sub-aspects do often not lead to a satisfactory result. The goal of this the-
sis is to demonstrate that the performance prediction of modern optical systems
benefits significantly from an aggregation of the individual models and technologi-
cal aspects. Present concepts should be further enhanced by the development and
analysis of new approaches and algorithms, leading to a more holistic description
and simulation of complex setups as a whole. The long-term objective of this work
is a comprehensive virtual and rapid prototyping. From an industrial perspective,
this would reduce the risk, time and costs associated with the development of an
optical system.

Currently, there exist several concepts for a modular design of basic optical systems
within the literature [17–21]. Additionally, there is a wide range of software tools,
both open source and commercially available, which address different simulation
aspects [22–24]. Instead of selecting a single, application-specific distribution which
is limited by predefined interfaces, a modular framework is constructed in order
to allow for a more holistic simulation. By a flexible and transparent realization,
problem-specific approaches can be combined and further enhanced through new
models and solutions. It is clear that the almost unlimited number of different
aspects and effects to describe all kind of optical systems cannot be covered within
this work. Therefore, the developed toolbox is exemplary filled for several systems,
spanning a range of different topics, and new approaches are developed within this
thesis to achieve a more holistic simulation and demonstrate the associated benefits
and opportunities. A central part for the connection of the individual components
is the propagation of light in a linear, homogeneous and isotropic medium. While
mostly the propagation between parallel planes is considered, the evaluation of a
coherent field distribution on a tilted plane is of special interest, when dealing with
an off-axis geometry or designing modern computer generated holograms [25]. In
comparison to the extensively studied propagation between parallel planes [26–29],
fast Fourier transforms cannot be applied straightforward due to a non-equidistant
grid spacing. Several algorithms have been previously developed to deal with this
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problem using complex interpolation [30–34]. This is unfortunately accompanied by
varying levels of inaccuracy, depending on the magnitude of the rotation angles [35].
In this work, a new method is presented based on a decomposition of the general
rotation matrix. Established trough comparisons with state-of-the-art algorithms,
this new approach maintains a greater level of accuracy even for large rotation angles,
independent of the application. The consideration of imperfections on freeform
surfaces resulting from the diamond-turning process is another challenge addressed
in this work. There currently exists a few comprehensive approaches for the analysis
of different fabrication processes [36, 37] and the theoretical descriptions of surface
deformations on the optical performance [38–42]. However, despite this research,
there still exists a need for a more holistic description of systems, including multiple
real freeform components. Based on an analytic approximation of the manufactured
surface profiles, a new solution is presented in this thesis that enables performance
predictions based on the system as a whole. This approach is demonstrated and
compared successfully to measured data for an afocal, anamorphic imaging telescope
in the visible wavelength range [43]. In addition, the concept of a holistic simulation,
is further investigated on two more setups. The first is a wave-optical simulation
of a thin-disk multipass amplifier [44], involving gain effects and thermal lensing.
The second is a table-top scattering setup [45] whereby signal processing algorithms,
surface scattering and multiple reflected light at a cover glass are taken into account
for the performance prediction. Furthermore, the characterization of the light source
by a modified phase retrieval approach based on the transport of intensity equation
[46] is realized.

The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, the necessary fundamentals are
introduced. On the basis of Maxwell’s equations, several state-of-the-art free-space
propagation algorithms are derived and possible approximations are discussed. Us-
ing the semi-analytical Fourier and the chirp z-transform, methods for an efficient
and flexible sampling are then described. Additionally, the modeling of light scat-
tering at rough surfaces and several approaches for analytic surface descriptions
trough global polynomials and radial basis functions are outlined. The motivation
and concept behind a modular framework for more holistic simulations is introduced
in Chapter 3. For a better demonstration and to derive general requirements, the
modules are exemplary implemented for a thin-disk multipass amplifier. The used
approximations are discussed and the results are subsequently analyzed. Addition-
ally, the impact of alignment uncertainties on the beam quality during the adjust-
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ment process are shown. The new algorithm for coherent light propagation between
tilted planes is presented in Chapter 4. After the idea of decomposing a general
rotation into into three elementary transformations is outlined, two application-
related examples are evaluated. These comprise a Gaussian beam on a folding
mirror and the intensity distribution on a high-order Littrow grating. The perfor-
mance of the quasi-fast algorithm is analyzed and the approach is compared to the
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral and interpolation-based solutions for dif-
ferent rotation angles. In Chapter 5, a solution for a more holistic simulation by
including the impact of diamond-turned freeform components is introduced. Af-
ter the real surface profiles are measured and approximated through an analytic
description, their integration back into the optical design is realized based on the
modular framework. An afocal, anamorphic, imaging telescope is used as a practical
example for this process. Its corresponding results are analyzed and the solution is
verified by a comparison against measured wavefronts. How the approach can be
used for a comprehensive tolerance analysis of the surface shapes is demonstrated
at the end of this chapter. A holistic simulation of a modern table-top scattering
setup is outlined in Chapter 6. The used laser light source is characterized through
a modified phase retrieval approach. This happens before the systems performance
is predicted, which occurs by taking the surface scattering at the mirror and the
necessary post processing of the captured images into account. The wave-optical
simulation is then further enhanced by the inclusion of a critical cover glass for the
protection of the system. The simulation results are discussed and compared to
corresponding measurements. The thesis concludes with a summary and an outlook
of future research based on this work.
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2. Fundamentals

In this chapter, relevant fundamentals for this thesis are introduced. Based on
Maxwell’s equations, several approaches for a wave-optical description of light are
outlined and possible approximations are discussed. Apart from this, the modeling
of light scattering at rough surfaces and two different approaches for an analytic
description of surfaces by global polynomials and more local radial basis functions
are studied. The chapter concludes with a brief overview on available software
distributions for the simulation of optical systems.

2.1. Propagation of light

In the theory of electromagnetic optics, light is described by a vectorial electric field
E = (Ex, Ey, Ez)ᵀ and a magnetic field H = (Hx, Hy, Hz)ᵀ, which are dependent on
the time t and the position r = (x, y, z)ᵀ. Following the literature in [27,28,47], the
vectors are related by Maxwell’s equations in a source-free medium

∇ × H(r, t) = ∂D(r, t)
∂t

, (2.1)

∇ × E(r, t) = −∂B(r, t)
∂t

, (2.2)

∇ · D(r, t) = 0, (2.3)

∇ · B(r, t) = 0. (2.4)

Here, ∇ is the nabla operator, D is the electric displacement and B is the magnetic
induction. In linear, nondispersive, isotropic and homogeneous media the following
relation holds
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D(r, t) = εE(r, t), (2.5)

B(r, t) = μH(r, t). (2.6)

where ε is the electric permittivity and μ the magnetic permeability. Both are
dependent on the electric and magnetic properties of the medium and are connected
to its refractive index by n = c/c0 =

√
εμ/(ε0μ0). Here, c/c0 is the ratio between

the speed of light in the medium and in vacuum, ε0 and μ0 are the respective
constants in vacuum. Relying on the inverse Fourier transform, the time dependent
fields can be represented under this conditions by a superposition of monochromatic
electromagnetic waves with a complex amplitude E(r, ω) and H(r, ω), dependent on
the angular frequency ω,

E(r, t) = Re

⎧⎨
⎩ 1√

2π

∞∫
−∞

E(r, ω)eiωtdω

⎫⎬
⎭ , (2.7)

H(r, t) = Re

⎧⎨
⎩ 1√

2π

∞∫
−∞

H(r, ω)eiωtdω

⎫⎬
⎭ . (2.8)

Using the relation ∂
∂t

exp(iωt) = iω exp(iωt) and the Equations 2.5 and 2.6, the
Maxwell equations in the spectral domain for a linear, nondispersive, isotropic and
homogeneous medium are formulated for the complex amplitudes by

∇ × H(r, ω) = iωεE(r, ω), (2.9)

∇ × E(r, ω) = −iωμH(r, ω), (2.10)

∇ · E(r, ω) = 0, (2.11)

∇ · H(r, ω) = 0. (2.12)

For a dispersive medium, ε and μ are dependent on the angular frequency. Fur-
thermore, the homogeneous wave equation is derived for the electric and magnetic
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field by taking the curl of Equation 2.10 and 2.9, respectively, and using the vector
identity ∇ × (∇ × U) = ∇(∇ · U) − ∇2U

∇2H(r, ω) + k2H(r, ω) = 0, (2.13)

∇2E(r, ω) + k2E(r, ω) = 0. (2.14)

Here, k = ω/c is the wavenumber. In principle, one needs to find a solution, H(r, ω)
or E(r, ω), for only one of these equations. Therefore, the following considerations
are formulated based on the electric field only. The magnetic field is then given
by Equation 2.10. Furthermore, the homogeneous equation does not contain any
dependency between the individual components of the field and, consequently, can
be solved by independent solutions of the scalar equations, which have the form of a
Helmholtz equation. In the following sections, several modifications, solutions and
their properties in terms of a numerical implementation are discussed.

2.1.1. Angular spectrum of plane waves

An elementary solution for the described problem are monochromatic plane waves

E(r, ω) = E0(ω)e−ikr, (2.15)

where the wavevector k = (kx, ky, kz)ᵀ needs to fulfill |k| = ω/c. As a consequence
of Maxwell’s equations, the electric field of the plane wave must be perpendicular to
the wavevector and the magnetic field, what is called a transverse electromagnetic
wave. Due to the orthogonal relation of the vectors, only two components, or po-
larization states, of the electric field vector, say E0x(ω) and E0y(ω), can be chosen
independently. The third component is then given by

E0z(ω) = −kxE0x(ω) + kyE0y(ω)
kz

. (2.16)

As a consequence of the linearity of Equation 2.14, the principle of superposition
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applies and also the linear combination of plane waves is a solution. A complex
electric field across the z = 0 plane can be represented by its angular spectrum of
plane waves according to

Ei(kx, ky, 0) = 1√
2π

+∞∫∫
−∞

Ei(x, y, 0)e−i(kxx+kyy)dxdy = F {Ei(x, y, 0)} , (2.17)

where i specifies the component of the field and F is the Fourier transform. The im-
portant problem of light propagation in a linear, isotropic and homogeneous medium
between parallel planes is solved by finding a relation to the angular spectrum at a
position z and evaluating the inverse Fourier transform F−1

Ei(x, y, z) = 1√
2π

+∞∫∫
−∞

Ei(kx, ky, z)ei(kxx+kyy)dkxdky = F−1 {Ei(kx, ky, z)} . (2.18)

By inserting Equation 2.18 into the wave equation, the desired relation is found to
be

Ei(kx, ky, z) = Ei(kx, ky, 0)eikzz, (2.19)

kz =
√(ω

c

)2
− k2

x − k2
y. (2.20)

The final result is then given by

Ei(x, y, z) = F−1 {F {Ei(x, y, 0)} eikzz
}

. (2.21)

Without going into detail here, this relation can be approximated for the paraxial
region by kz ≈ ω

c
− c2

2ω2 k2
x − c2

2ω2 k2
y and in the far field by kz ≈ ω

c
, which are called

the Fresnel and Fraunhofer approximation, respectively.
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From the viewpoint of numerical implementation, the discrete Fourier transforms
(DFT) can be solved efficiently by the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Unfortunately,
the spectral and spatial resolution are coupled and special caution must be taken
on the sampling of the field distributions. Both aspects are addressed within the
following explanations with respect to the simulation of optical systems.

Chirp z-transform

One possibility to overcome some of the limitations of the FFT, is the evaluation
of the Fourier transform by a chirp z-transform, which will be briefly introduced
according to [48] for one dimension. For a finite set of samples, the z-transform of
a sequence of complex numbers xn ∈ C is defined as

Xκ =
N−1∑
n=0

xnz−n
κ , κ ∈ N, zκ ∈ C. (2.22)

One special form of the z-transform is the DFT with

zκ = exp
(

i2π
κ

N

)
, κ = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. (2.23)

Using the chirp z-transform, zκ is considered in a more general way

zκ = AW −κ, κ = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1, (2.24)

and a discrete Fourier transform with a more flexible sampling of the frequencies ν

can be realized by

A = exp(−i2πν0Δx), (2.25)

W = exp(i2πΔνΔx), (2.26)
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where Δx is the spacing of the samples, Δν is the spacing of the frequencies and ν0

is an arbitrary starting frequency. According to [49], the overall result of the form

Xκ =
N−1∑
n=0

xnA−nW nk, κ = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1, (2.27)

can be reformulated in terms of a convolution and efficiently calculated by the use of
three conventional FFTs. In summary, the chirp z-transform can be interpreted as a
loop in the frequency domaine and a Δν-Δx-decoupling. This is of special interest
for the evaluation of cascaded diffraction [50, 51] because additional interpolation
can be avoided.

Analytic handling of the linear and quadratic phase

When simulating optical systems, typically, one has to deal with linear and spherical
wavefronts or phases. In order to allow for an accurate numerical evaluation of
Equation 2.21, the phase of the input field and the propagation kernel needs to be
sampled properly [27]. The required lateral sampling can be reduced by an analytic
handling of the linear and quadratic phase terms [52]. Apart from using the shift
theorem of the Fourier transformation

F {E(x + Δx, y + Δy)} = E(kx, ky) exp(iΔxkx + iΔyky), (2.28)

F {
E(x, y)e−iΔkxx−iΔkyy

}
= E(kx + Δkx, ky + Δky), (2.29)

the phase up to a quadratic order φq(x, y) = axx2 + ayy2 + axyxy + bxx + byy can be
handled analytically based on the explanations of [53]. If φq is separated from the
initial field

E(x, y) = Ẽ(x, y)eiφq(x,y), (2.30)

the following convolution needs to be solved in order to obtain the Fourier transfor-
mation
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F {E(x, y)} = F {
Ẽ(x, y)

} ∗ F {
eiφq(x,y)} . (2.31)

Due to the fact that an analytic result exists for the Fourier transform of the
quadratic phase [54], the convolution can be evaluated by a substitution of the
spatial frequencies and a conventional inverse Fourier transform. While for a de-
tailed derivation and the explicit coefficients, it is referred to [53], the overall result
has the form of

E(κx, κy) = αeiφ̃′
q(κx,κy)F−1

{
Ẽ(kx, ky)eiφ̃q(kx,ky)

}
(κx, κy). (2.32)

Here, the factor α and the quadratic phases, φ̃′
q(κx, κy) and φ̃q(kx, ky), are dependent

on the coefficients of the initial quadratic phase. F−1 {} (κx, κy) denotes the inverse
Fourier transform with a substitution of the spatial frequencies. Dependent on the
application, this reduces the required sampling for the evaluation of the Fourier
transform, when the inner quadratic phase φq is smaller than the initial phase φq.
The larger the curvature of the initial phase, the more efficient Equation 2.32 be-
comes. For high numerical apertures, the parabolic approximation of the strong
spherical wave becomes inaccurate and stitching approaches will be necessary [55].

2.1.2. Transport of intensity equation

Based on the homogeneous wave equation, see Equation 2.14, the transport of in-
tensity equation can be obtained [56]. Therefore, a paraxial monochromatic field
propagating along z is assumed, which implies k ≈ kz. In a first step, the fast
oscillating term is separated from the complex scalar field

E(r) = Ẽ(r)eikzz (2.33)

and substituted into the homogeneous wave equation

∇2Ẽ(r)eikzz + k2Ẽ(r)eikzz = 0. (2.34)
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The assumption of a slowly varying envelope leads to

∣∣∣∣∂2Ẽ(r)
∂z2

∣∣∣∣ � k

∣∣∣∣∂Ẽ(r)
∂z

∣∣∣∣ (2.35)

and the Helmholtz equation can be simplified to the paraxial wave equation

∇2
⊥Ẽ(r) + 2ik

∂Ẽ(r)
∂z

= 0. (2.36)

Here, ∇⊥ is the lateral nabla operator. If the following approach is inserted,

Ẽ(r) ∝
√

I(r)eiφ(r), (2.37)

where I(r) is the intensity and φ(r) is the phase, and the result is separated into
its real and imaginary part, the transport of phase and the transport of intensity
equation are obtained. The latter is given by

− k
∂I(r)

∂z
= ∇⊥I(r) · ∇⊥φ(r) + I(r)∇2

⊥φ(r). (2.38)

This result connects the intensity, its gradient, the lateral gradient of the phase and
its lateral Laplacian ∇2

⊥. As a consequence, the phase can be retrieved based on
measurements of the intensity distribution along z of a paraxial field. This is used
in Chapter 6 for the characterization of a real light source.

2.1.3. Geometrical optics

The concept of geometrical optics applies, if the wavelength becomes vanishingly
small (λ → 0) compared to the spatial scales of the considered field. According
to [27,47], such a monochromatic and scalar field traveling through a medium that
also varies slowly on the scale of a wavelength can be formulated by

E(r) = A(r)eik0S(r). (2.39)
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Here, A(r) is the amplitude, k0 is the free-space wavenumber and S(r) is called the
Eikonal, which is dependent on the refractive index of the medium. By inserting
Equation 2.39 into the wave equation, see Equation 2.14, and applying the limit of
λ → 0, the Eikonal equation,

|∇S(r)|2 = n2(r), (2.40)

is obtained. This equation needs to be satisfied by the Eikonal, which is propor-
tional to the phase in wave optics. Constant surfaces (S(r) = constant) are called
wavefronts, which can be determined for a specific problem by the Eikonal equation.
At each point of the wavefronts, the wave vector is orthogonal to the surface. If a
point of the general wave is approximated in its neighborhood by a local plane wave,
its trajectory can be described by a ray that remains always perpendicular to the
wavefront. As a consequence, optical systems can be efficiently analyzed by tracing
rays under the outlined conditions. Especially in focal regions, the description by
rays becomes inaccurate.

In this thesis, geometrical optics are used in Chapter 5 for the consideration of
surface imperfections, which are much larger than a wavelength. Furthermore, the
geometric-optical version of the local plane-interface approximation (LPIA) [57] is
used for the combination of wave-optical propagation in free-space and ray tracing
in inhomogeneous regions, such as an curved interface between two dielectric media.

2.2. Modeling of light scattering at rough surfaces

The scattering of waves at rough surfaces is of special interest in a variety of different
applications in optics. Following the literature in [58, 59], a mathematical solution
for the scattering problem will be outlined. In Figure 2.1, the general problem is
sketched.

An incoming field distribution E1in(r) is scattered at a rough interface h(x, y) be-
tween two homogeneous media with refractive indices n1 and n2. Dependent on the
properties of the boundary, a reflected field E1sc(r) and a transmitted field E2sc(r)
results. In principal, the scattered waves need to fulfill the wave equation under
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Figure 2.1.: Sketch of wave scattering at a rough interface h(x, y).

certain boundary conditions, which are dependent on the properties of the rough
interface. As a result of the radiation condition it follows that the field in an infinite
distance of the rough surface needs to be composed of outgoing waves only. Accord-
ing to the previous section, the incoming electric field can be decomposed into plane
waves

E1in(r) =
∫∫

E0(k1in) exp(−ik1inr)dkx,1indky,1in. (2.41)

As a consequence, the scattering problem can be studied by considering the case of
a single plane wave only. Due to the interaction at the rough interface, a scattered
reflected and transmitted electric field results, which are dependent on the incoming
plane wave. Again, the scattered fields can be represented by a superposition of
plane waves

E1sc(r, k1in) =
∫∫

Sr(k1sc, k1in)E0(k1in) exp(−ik1scr)dkx,1scdky,1sc, (2.42)
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E2sc(r, k1in) =
∫∫

St(k2sc, k1in)E0(k1in) exp(−ik2scr)dkx,2scdky,2sc. (2.43)

Here, Sr(k1sc, k1in) and St(k2sc, k1in) represents the scattering amplitude of k1in to
k1sc for the reflected and k1in to k2sc for the transmitted field, respectively. In
general, the scattering amplitude is dependent on the surface properties and is for
two field components a 2 by 2 matrix. Finally, the scattered field distribution is
obtained by superposing the scattered plane waves

E1sc(r) =
∫∫

E1sc(r, k1in)dkx,1indky,1in, (2.44)

E2sc(r) =
∫∫

E2sc(r, k1in)dkx,1indky,1in. (2.45)

The outlined approach is based on the assumption that the point of observation is
not close to the rough surface. For most cases, the field far away of the interface
is of interest and therefore, this limitation is here not of practical importance. In
general, there exist a huge variety of different strategies and models for calculating
the scattering amplitude. In [60], an overview based on made assumptions and
approximations is given. Without going into detail, two fundamental models will be
introduced in the following, which are of interest for this work in Chapter 6.

Small perturbation method

The small perturbation method (SPM), or Rayleigh-Rice vector perturbation theory
(VPT), assumes that the original field distribution is not distorted significantly by
the scattering at the rough surface, so the surface height variation is assumed to be
small. Based on an idea of Rayleigh [61] and Rice [62], the scattering amplitude is
approximated by a Taylor-Volterra expansion in surface elevation

S(ksc, kin) = V0(ksc)δ(ksc − kin) − iC1(ksc, kin)h(ksc − kin)

−
∫

C2(ksc, kin, ν)h(ksc − 2πν)h(2πν − kin)dν + . . . ,
(2.46)
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where the first term describes the specular reflection with the coefficient matrix
V0(ksc). C1(ksc, kin) and C2(ksc, kin, ν) are the coefficient matrices in first- and
second-order. h(ν) corresponds to the Fourier transform of the surface height and
is connected to the power spectral density (PSD) of the surface profile by

PSD(νx, νy) = lim
A→∞

∣∣∣∣ 1
A

h(νx, νy)
∣∣∣∣
2

, (2.47)

where A is the area of the surface. This is of special interest for application because
the PSD of a surface profile is easier accessible than the accurate measurement of the
full surface profile. Due to the absolute value, the phase information is not included if
the PSD is used. Dependent on the boundary conditions of the particular scattering
problem, the coefficient matrices can be calculated. For a detailed derivation, it is
referred to [58].

Tangent plane approximation

The tangent plane approximation is based on the evaluation of the Kirchhoff integral
taking the varying local surface normal into account [63]. In contrast to the SPM, the
TPA is valid for smooth surface curvatures with local radii of curvature rc >> λ.
Comparable to geometrical optics, it is assumed that at each point of the rough
surface the incident wave is reflected at the locally tangent plane according to the
Fresnel equations. The scattering amplitude can be formulated by

S(ksc, kin) =
∫∫

K(kin, ∇h(x, y))e−i(kz,sc−kz,in)h(x,y)

· e−i((kx,sc−kx,in)x+(ky,sc−ky,in)y)dxdy,

(2.48)

where K(kin, ∇h(x, y)) is the Kirchhoff matrix, which is given for certain boundary
conditions in [58].
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2.3. Description of surfaces

The description of surfaces by an analytic, two-dimensional function f(x, y) has an
important role throughout the simulation and modeling of optical systems. Based
on a suitable set of functions, the surface is efficiently integrated into the design
by ray tracing and its parameters can be adapted during the optimization process
according to different strategies [64]. In contrast to simple, spherical components,
the choice of an adequate description becomes far from being trivial for aspherical,
and even more so for freeform components [65].

Apart from the usage during the design process, analytic descriptions can be applied
for the approximation of discrete two-dimensional data, such as measurements of a
surface profile. This becomes of special interest for the integration of manufactured
components into the simulation of optical systems, which is part of this thesis in
Chapter 5. The goal is to find a continuous function that approximates a given set
of M data points zi(xi, yi) ∈ R in an appropriate way

f(xi, yi) ≈ zi, i = 1, 2, . . . , M. (2.49)

If f(x, y) is represented by a linear combination of a set of functions φn(x, y), which
will be discussed within the next sections,

f(x, y) =
N∑

n=1
cnφn(x, y), (2.50)

the resultant system of linear equations can be approximated for the typical case
N < M by using least squares [66]

Ac = z, (2.51)

c = (AᵀA)−1Aᵀz. (2.52)

Here, A is a M × N matrix, which entries are given by Ain = φn(xi, yi), c is
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the vector of weighting coefficients cn and z consists of the data points zi. In the
following sections, two approaches for the description of surfaces based on different
set of functions φn(x, y) will be introduced and discussed, which are of interest for
this work.

2.3.1. Polynomial expansions

One option is the description of a surface by a set of a two-dimensional polynomial
expansion Fnm, with orders n = 0, 1, . . . , N and m = 0, 1, . . . , M ,

f(x, y) =
M∑

m=0

N∑
n=0

cnmFnm(x̄, ȳ), (2.53)

which is typically formulated for normalized coordinates x̄ and ȳ. In the context of
optical freeform surfaces, an overview of different polynomial expansions, and their
corresponding properties, such as orthogonality, is given in [67].

Figure 2.2.: Comparison of the Zernike polynomials for different orders (n, m) on a
circular aperture [67].

As an example, the first orders of the Zernike polynomials are shown in Figure 2.2.
These functions are typically defined in polar coordinates and are used in optics not
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only for the modeling of freeform surfaces but also for the description of wavefront
deviations because of their direct relation to primary aberrations [56]. For a constant
weighting, they are orthogonal functions within the unit circle.

2.3.2. Radial basis functions

An alternative approach is the description of surfaces by non-orthogonal, lateral
shifted, radial basis functions (RBFs). In contrast to a description by polynomials,
RBFs account for more local features and an arbitrary shape of the boundary [65].
Based on [68], f(x, y) is composed by a linear combination of N radial symmetric
functions, which are distributed on a certain grid (xn, yn),

f(x, y) =
N∑

n=1
cnφRBF(x − xn, y − yn, εn). (2.54)

Here, ε accounts for the shape of the RBF and the coefficient c can be interpreted
as its height. The approach is sketched in Figure 2.3.

4 4,x y

3 3,x y

2 2,x y

1 1,x y

1c

2c

3c

4c

Figure 2.3.: Example of a surface described by RBFs. Four radial symmetric func-
tions with height cn are laterally distributed on a statistical grid (xn, yn).

One possible choice for the radial symmetric function is the Gaussian function with
a constant shape factor

φn(x, y) = exp(−ε2((x − xn)2 + (y − yn)2)). (2.55)
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Alternative representations are multiquadric or Wendland functions [69], and certain
procedures for orthogonalization exists [70]. For the lateral distribution of the RBFs,
often cartesian, polar, hexagonal or Fibonacci grids are used [71]. If the number of
basis functions is sufficiently large, also a statistical distribution is possible [72].
Within the masters thesis of the author [73], a suitable set of parameters is inves-
tigated and it is shown that for the application on manufactured freeform surfaces,
the combination of Gaussian functions, which are distributed on a Fibonacci grid,
gives a decent result. Furthermore, a strategy for the optimization of the shape fac-
tor for a certain set of functions is introduced. Following this work, first approaches
for a more adaptive distribution of the RBFs in the context of optical surfaces were
researched [74].
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3. Concept for a holistic simulation
of optical systems demonstrated
on a thin-disk multipass amplifier

For many years the design of optical systems by a geometric-optical description
of a linear arrangement of lenses, mirrors or prisms was satisfactory and lead to
an accurate result. Today, physical effects, as diffraction, coherence, polarization or
scattering, need to be included into the simulation for many modern optical systems.
Further, an agreement with the experimental measurement is often only achievable
by a consideration of real, manufactured components, signal processing and digital
optics.

The scope and motivation of this thesis are to develop and analyze new approaches,
introduced and discussed within the following chapters, leading to a more holistic
simulation of such systems. The prerequisite and basement for this purpose is a
framework or software platform that allows for the description, simulation and op-
timization in a modular environment. A possibility would be to select one of the
comprehensive, available optical design or simulation software [22–24]. To include
new approaches, the development of additional extensions, limited by the specific,
predefined interfaces, would be necessary. Based on the individual scope of the ap-
plication, for example, imaging or illumination, the optimal selection of the software
varies. A complex link and connection between several toolboxes would be necessary
in order to address the wide range of aspects of a more holistic description. There-
fore, and to allow for a manageable and fully transparent solution, a new simulation
framework based on Python 3 [75] was created, so new approaches can be imple-
mented, used and analyzed with a high flexibility. It is clear that within this work
the almost unlimited number of different modules and effects to describe all kind of
optical systems cannot be covered. Therefore, the developed toolbox is exemplary
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filled for several systems, focusing on different aspects. Four topics are selected
that are, from the authors point of view, relevant for a more holistic description.
Physical effects, real light sources, real manufactured components and systems, and
signal processing are addressed within this thesis and further enhanced by several
new approaches.

physical
effects

real light
sources

real
manufactured
components

signal
processing

Trumpf
disk amplifier
(Chapter 3)

x x x

VISTEL
freeform system
(Chapter 5)

x

HOROS
scattering setup
(Chapter 6)

x x x x

Table 3.1.: Overview of selected key aspects, addressed in the example systems of
this thesis.

In Table 3.1, an overview is given of selected key aspects, addressed in the studied
systems of this thesis.

In this chapter, the concept of a modular simulation framework for a more holistic
simulation is evaluated. For a better demonstration and to derive general require-
ments on such a toolbox, an example system is introduced in the next section. Here,
a disk amplifier, based on a development by the Trumpf Laser GmbH, Schram-
berg [3, 44, 76], is chosen. The challenges for a comprehensive simulation of this
systems are the handling of the complex arrangement, the modeling of the physi-
cal effects, as gain, absorption and thermal lensing, at the active medium and the
diffraction calculation between the individual elements. Based on this system, the
structure of the platform, the layout of the individual modules and their interfaces
and connections with each other are discussed. In Section 3.2, the specific mod-
ules for the simulation of the disk amplifier are derived and made assumptions are
discussed. The results, based on the developed framework, are presented in the
last section together with a tolerancing analysis of the system, demonstrating the
applicability of such a simulation.
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3.1. General concept

The goal of the example system is to amplify a laser beam by multiple interactions
with an active medium for high power applications, while preserving a superior beam
quality. In contrast to a classical laser resonator, the optical path of the light is not
replicated in a cavity and therefore, special in- and out-coupling elements, as for
example saturable absorbers or Pockels cells [77], are not necessary. The incoming
laser beam with a wavelength of λ =1030 nm is coupled into the system by three
mirrors in order to hit the active medium under a certain angle. To keep thermal-
lensing as small as possible, a thin disk geometry is used here. The amplifier system
is composed by an array of several mirror pairs. Each of these pairs is aligned in
order to return the beam back to the disk, so it is reflected onto the following mirror
pair. After several interactions with the active medium, the amplified laser beam
leaves the system by a simple plane mirror and can be further guided to its place of
application.

The geometrical layout of the disk amplifier is shown in Figure 3.1. The correspond-
ing arrangement of the mirror array with the sequence of interactions is illustrated
in Figure 3.2.

Before discussing the necessary modules for a description of the multipass amplifier,
several general requirements on the simulation framework are highlighted. Keeping
the complex arrangement of the mirror array in mind, a structured definition and
flexible handling of the used coordinate systems is mandatory, especially for a com-
prehensive tolerancing analysis. Derived from existing software projects [22,78,79],
the coordinate system is divided into one global and several, module dependent,
local systems. While the modules, as for example the light source or optical com-
ponents, are arranged in the global coordinate system, the structure, corresponding
surfaces and effects within the individual module are defined and described in their
local systems. A transformation between different systems is realized by specifying
their origin and rotation matrix relative to the global coordinate system. For the
studied example system, this means that the components, as i.e. the mirrors or the
disk, are oriented in the global system, while the corresponding physical models and
interactions are independently defined in the relative systems.

Another central aspect is the description of the light. For a more holistic simulation
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Figure 3.1.: Geometrical layout of the disk amplifier system. The laser beam is
in-coupled by three mirrors (blue, IM1-IM3) and its polarization is ad-
justed (grey, P1). By an array of fourteen mirrors (blue), the beam is
reflected several times back to the disk (green, Disk). The amplified
light is out-coupled by a mirror (OM1) and evaluated at the detector
(grey, D). The scaling along x, y and z is different. As a consequence,
the reflection at the mirrors seems to be odd.
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Figure 3.2.: Arrangement of the mirror array in a view along z. The number of the
mirrors (1-14) represents the sequence of reflections.

of optical systems, the restriction to a single numerical description, as for example
rays or Gaussian beams [80], is not expedient and efficient. Dependent on the
boundary conditions of the application and the necessary modeling depth of the
problem, the framework should allow for the most suitable light description and to
combine them. As a simple example, for simulating a classical microscopic objective
lens, typically a hybrid-approach is used [81]. Rays are traced to get the wavefront
in the exit pupil of the system before the light is further propagated into the image
plane taking wave-optics into account. As a consequence the conversion between
specific approaches, i.e., monochromatic, electrical fields to rays or into Gaussian
beams [82,83], needs to be realized, keeping the physical and numerical restrictions in
mind. For the amplifier system, the light is described by a composition of coherent,
monochromatic and linear polarized electromagnetic waves, which are introduced in
Section 2.1

(
Ex

Ey

)
(r, t) =

(
Ex0(r) · exp(iφ(r) − iωt)
Ey0(r) · exp(iφ(r) − iωt)

)
. (3.1)
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The time-dependency is neglected for further steps. The connection between the
optical components is realized by Fourier-based free-space propagation based on the
angular spectrum of plane waves [84]. To allow for an efficient and flexible sam-
pling, the chirp z-transform is used and the quadratic and linear phases are handled
analytically. Details are given and discussed in Section 2.1. In order to simulate
the full system, the individual modules and propagators need to be connected and
a calculation path and sequence need to be defined.

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

a) b)

1 2
3 4

1 2 3 4

c) d)

5 6

Figure 3.3.: Exemplary arrangements and interactions between different modules: a)
sequential setup, b) simple interaction between module two and three,
i.e., multiple reflections, c) beamsplitter and d) resonator.

For example, if a simple sequential arrangement is considered, see Figure 3.3 a), the
corresponding path of calculation is straight forward. First, evaluating the code of
module one. Second, propagating from module one to module two. Third, evaluating
the next module, and so on. But the more complex the system gets the more
important is the concept of scheduling the calculation path. Several further examples
are made in Figure 3.3 that can be realized by the simulation framework and are
used within the following examples. In Figure 3.4, the schematic arrangement of
the disk amplifier simulation is shown.

The in-coupling path of the system is described by five modules, the light source,
three mirrors and a linear polarizer, that are connected by free-space propagation in a
linear arrangement. The calculation path of the actual amplifier system corresponds
to a loop over the propagation between varying array mirrors and the disk. An
important aspect to consider here, are the intensity-dependent saturation effects at
the active medium, which will be discussed in detail during the next section. As a
consequence for the simulation, the intensity at the disk needs to be continuously
updated until a steady-state result is achieved. This procedure is comparable to the
approach of Fox and Li [85, 86]. After the linear out-coupling path, the final field
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Figure 3.4.: Schematic arrangement of the thin-disk multipass amplifier simulation.
The individual optical components are connected by free-space propa-
gation FP. Only one mirror pair (n, n + 1) is shown.

is obtained at the detector. Signal processing, as for example the evaluation of the
beam quality, is included into the simulation by the final module.

From a viewpoint of implementation, the object-oriented, high-level language Python
3 is used. Compared to the compiled programming language C++ [87], the simplic-
ity for the development is preferred over runtime here. By certain extensions the
speed of the individual algorithms can be further improved [88,89]. Another aspect
is the large community of Python and the availability of interfaces to hardware and
software. For example, the COM- or DDE-connection to Zemax OpticStudio [22]
can be used to verify certain results [90].

3.2. Description of the modules

In general, all the simulation algorithms and descriptions of the framework are lo-
cated and ordered in different modules. As shown in the previous section, the
system to model is then composed by a suitable arrangement. To allow for an ac-
curate and flexible connection and interaction, all the modules have to fulfill some
predefined requirements. Independent if they represent optical components, propa-
gators or software processing. The schematic layout of a module and its predefined
sub-classes are sketched in Figure 3.5.

Simplified, a certain input signal enters the module by a defined entrance port, is
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Figure 3.5.: Schematic structure of a module, such as a mirror. Dependent on the
actual content, some functions may not be used.

then modified by some algorithms and exits the component by another interface,
called exit port. Before some detailed examples for the multipass amplifier are given,
the individual sub-functions and interfaces are discussed briefly. The entrance and
exit ports are the main interfaces to adjacent modules. They are defined in the
global coordinate system by their position and rotation matrix. The type of the
interface can be defined dependent on the signal or light description. For example,
if monochromatic electrical fields are used, usually, the entrance and exit ports are
defined to be plane surfaces, so FFT-based propagation algorithms can be used. If
the light is described by rays, the interfaces of the component, i.e., a lens, have
typically the same shape as its first and last surface. Further, the actual position,
its orientation and aperture can be defined in relation to the previous and next
components by a pilot ray. For example, dependent on the position of the previous
exit port, the front or the back surface of a lens are used as an input interface. Or,
if the next component lies on the same hemisphere as the previous one, the reflected
light is evaluated. Also multiple entrance and exit ports are possible, which are
necessary for describing beam splitters or interference of multiple fields at a detec-
tor. The actual core of each module, the implementation of the physical model or
algorithm, is defined in the local coordinate system relative to the entrance and
exit ports. With respect to the selected definition of the signal and the required
accuracy, multiple descriptions can be implemented based on different approxima-
tions and assumptions. The correct selection of the model and its parameters is
ensured by a compatibility and accuracy check. For the different propagators, the
accuracy of the model and the correct sampling can be estimated by a comparison
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to analytical results or by an evaluation with a simplified example [21,91]. Another
sub-class of the module structure, is the definition of parameters, as for example
selected materials or surface descriptions, which can be kept variable for simple op-
timization tasks. Environmental influences, as a change in temperature or pressure,
or interactions between different modules, which are not directly considered by the
signal, are taken into account by an additional interface function. To arrange and
illustrate a component within the system, a certain layout function is defined. Apart
from the geometrical layout of the module, the light path through most optical com-
ponents can be sketched by a ray-based description. A more abstract and individual
visualization is needed for signal processing algorithms. It is clear that, dependent
on the actual content of the module, some functions of the predefined module-class
may not be used. For example, a typical light source has an output signal only and
therefore no entrance port.

The modules, used to describe the disk amplifier system, are presented in the fol-
lowing.

Light source

As a light source, a fully coherent, monochromatic (λ = 1030 nm), paraxial Gaussian
beam [47] is defined with a waist radius of w0 = 1.5 mm on a rectangular shaped,
15 mm by 15 mm, aperture

E(r) = E0 · w0

w(z) · e
− x2+y2

w(z)2 · e−ik x2+y2
2R(z) · e−i(kz−ζ(z)), (3.2)

w(z) = w0

√
1 +

(
z

zR

)2

, (3.3)

R(z) = z

(
1 +

(zR

z

)2
)

, (3.4)

ζ(z) = arctan

(
z

zR

)
, (3.5)

zR = πw2
0

λ
, (3.6)

Here, E0 is the electrical field vector at the origin, zR is the Rayleigh range and
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ζ(z) is the Gouy phase. The beam is defined at z = 0 and is assumed to be linear
polarized. The exit port corresponds to a plane surface and its surface normal points
along the propagation direction of the beam. For the particular example, the lateral
discrete sampling is chosen to be 255 by 255 points.

Mirror

Eighteen components of the system are plane mirrors. Each of the circular array
elements has a size of 20 mm in diameter. The rectangular input mirrors have a size
of 20 mm by 15 mm. Often, the aperture of a component is not fully illuminated
by the light. To allow for an efficient evaluation of the module, this is taken into
account. Therefore, the position of the entrance port, a plane surface, is determined
by calculating the intersection with the pilot ray and the effective size of the surface
is adapted accordingly to the previous propagation step. The orientation of the
entrance port is chosen to be parallel to the exit port of the previous component
in order to use conventional FFT-based free-space propagators. The residual prop-
agation step to the tilted mirror surface can then be evaluated by the algorithm
introduced in Chapter 4. At the mirror surfaces, an aperture mask is applied de-
pendent on its actual size and the coating, if available, or the Fresnel equations are
applied. The influence by the actual surface shape can be included by the LPIA
introduced in Section 2.1.3 or by alternative propagation algorithms [92–94]. De-
pendent on the application, also the propagation steps to the tilted plane can be
included here. The final exit port, a plane surface, is then determined according
to the law of reflection. In addition, a ray-based modeling can be used for the as-
sembling and illustration. Therefore, simply the intersection points with the mirror
surface are calculated and the law of reflection is applied.

Polarizer

In principle, the polarizer corresponds to a plane plate. The input field enters the
module at the entrance port, which is defined at the corresponding front plane of the
plate and an aperture filter is applied on the amplitude. Afterwards, the coating, if
available, or the Fresnel equations are evaluated for the first interface between two
media and the field is propagated through the homogeneous medium of the plate.
Before the field exits the component at the rear surface, the coating is evaluated
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once more. A geometric-optical solution by ray tracing is straight forward and can
be used for layout purposes. For the impact on the polarization of the electrical
field vector, the Jones calculus is used [95]

Eout(r) = Jlp(θ)Ein(r) =
(

cos2(θ) cos(θ) sin(θ)
cos(θ) sin(θ) sin2(θ)

)
Ein(r), (3.7)

where Jlp is the Jones matrix for a linear polarizer rotated by a certain angle θ. If
the light is not fully polarized the Mueller calculus needs to be used instead [96].

Active disk

The active medium of the amplifier system has the geometry of a thin disk to
minimize thermal lensing. The material is assumed to be Yb:YAG. In Figure 3.6, the
layout of the description scheme is shown. In principle, the disk corresponds to plane
plate with a curved reflective back surface. The effects of the active medium, which
is assumed to be polarization-independent, can be separated into gain, absorption
and an additional phase because of thermal effects. Due to the minor thickness
d = 1 mm of the disk and large radii of curvature, a thin element approximation is
made and all effects are assumed to take place in a single plane. The gain factor at
the disk r = (xD, yD) is described by the classical formula [97]

g(r) = g0

1 + ID(r)
Isat

. (3.8)

Here, g0 is the small signal gain, Isat is the saturation intensity and ID(r) is the
total intensity at the disk. For an initial guess, the total intensity distribution at
the disk is assumed to be the input intensity times the number of interactions with
the active medium. As described in Section 3.1, this value is continuously updated
after each run, until a saturation of the output power is achieved. In addition to the
gain, a part of the energy is absorbed within the disk medium. This is taken into
account by the absorption coefficient α. According to the law of Lambert-Beer [98]
and by including the thermal effects of the deformed disk as an additional phase
φth, this leads to
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Figure 3.6.: Sketch of the disk component in the global coordinate system (x, y, z).
The local coordinate system of the disk is (xD, yD, zD) and of the re-
spective beam is (xB, yB, zB).
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Eout(r) = Ein(r) ·
√

egl ·
√

e−αl · e−ikφth , (3.9)

where l is the total path length through the disc. The thermal heating of the disk
leads to a deformation and a locally dependent change in refractive index. The
former is included by the additional phase and empirically determined by fitting
measured data with, i.e., the descriptions introduced in Section 2.3. The specific
set of parameters used for the individual simulation are given in the results in Section
3.3.

Detector

While in a final setup the output of the amplifier system is used for material process-
ing, in a first step the beam is evaluated at a 10 mm by 10 mm detector. Therefore,
the input signal is discretized and sampled according to its specifications. Also the
response function of the appropriate detector can be taken into account here.

Signal processing

One motivation for the comprehensive simulation of the disk amplifier system is the
evaluation of the beam quality dependent on a variable set of parameters. Typically,
in laser applications the M2 factor is used as a quantitative measure [99]. It is defined
by

M2 =
√(π

λ

)2 √
detP, (3.10)

where detP is the determinant of the variance or second-moment matrix. The
explicit angular moments are calculated by the FFT according to [100]. While this
algorithm is based on the electrical field, in the experiment only the intensity can
be directly measured. In principle, it is also possible to include the measurement
of the divergence [99] or a reconstruction procedure of the phase and its influences
into the simulation here.
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3.3. Results

In this section, the results of the disk multipass amplifier simulation are presented.
First, the output distribution after propagating through the mirror array is com-
pared to the field of the light source without taking the effects of the active medium
into account. Second, the impact of the gain, the absorption and thermal lensing at
the disk is analyzed in steady-state mode and the change of the beams waist along
the propagation distance is evaluated for different parameter sets. In a last step,
a comprehensive tolerancing analysis of the array adjustment is performed and the
impact on the final beam quality and the intensity at the disk is displayed.

For reasons of confidentiality, the simulation of the system is based on arbitrary
parameters. Further, the actual geometry is changed compared to the assembled
system. Therefore, the comparison with the experiment is not part of this thesis,
even though the verification of the results was successfully realized.
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Figure 3.7.: Electrical field distribution of the input Gaussian beam and correspond-
ing cross-sections. The waist radius is w0 = 1.5 mm and the total power
is P = 1 W. The beam is linear polarized along the y-axis, so only |Ey|
is shown. The wavelength is λ = 1030 nm.

In Figure 3.7, the distribution of the input field is shown. The beam is defined
according to the specification in Section 3.2 and it is normalized to a power of
P = 1 W. The phase of the field is constant because the beam is defined in its
waist. The simulated light distribution, intensity and phase, after the propagation
through the array system are displayed in Figure 3.8. Without any gain effects and a
plane, reflective rear surface of the disc, the beam is diverging with the propagation
distance. As a consequence, the lateral waist radius is increased in comparison to
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the input field and a nearly spherical, diverging wavefront is observed. Further, the
smooth shape of the amplitude and phase of the beam is slightly affected due to
edge diffraction at the variety of mirror apertures and therefore, the overall quality
of the Gaussian beam is decreased to an M2 factor of 1.24. Also the total power of
the beam is decreased to P = 0.85 W. The orientation of the linear polarization has
changed due to the reflections in different directions.
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Figure 3.8.: Electrical field distribution of the output beam and corresponding cross-
sections. Instead of the thin disc, a plane mirror is used here. In the
upper row, the component |Ex|, while in the lower row, the component
|Ey| is shown. The waist radius is w = 2.6 mm and the total power is
P = 0.85 W. The wavelength is λ = 1030 nm.

In a next step, the impact of the active medium is included into the simulation.
For a first demonstration, the radius of curvature of the rear surface is assumed
to be R = 100 m. According to the used material, the small signal gain is set
to g0 = 1.5 cm−1 and the absorption coefficient to α = 0.2 cm−1. The saturation
intensity is set to Isat = 50 MW m−2. The empirical additional phase is shown
in Figure 3.11. As discussed in Section 3.1, the overall simulation of the system
has to be repeated with an updated total intensity at the disk until the output
power is constant. For the example configuration, the convergence of the relative
difference between the output power of adjacent iterations is plotted in Figure 3.9.
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After N = 7 iterations, the change in power is below 10−4 % rms and the system is
assumed to be in steady-state.
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Figure 3.9.: Convergence of the relative change of the output intensity compared to
the previous iteration N .

In Figure 3.10, the amplified beam is shown. In total, an increase in power by nearly
a factor of six is achieved. Compared to the ideal Gaussian input beam, the quality
of the beam is decreased to an M2 factor of 1.18. One additional reason for the
degradation is the usage of the curved, reflective disk surface under an oblique angle
and the resulting astigmatism. The influence of edge diffraction at the components
apertures is reduced due to the limited divergence of the beam and the reduced
waist radius. To analyze the impact of the gain and the phase at the disk on the
profile of the beam in more detail, the corresponding cross-sections are plotted in
Figure 3.11.

Due to the higher intensity in the center of the disk and the corresponding saturation
effects, the gain in this area is lower. Related to the waist radius of the beam,
this leads to a broadening at each interaction. Furthermore, the profile of the
beam is affected by the additional empirical phase. To partly compensate these
effects, a spherical rear surface of the disk is selected. For different parameters and
configurations, the change of the beams waist radius with the propagation distance
is shown in Figure 3.12. While the beam is still diverging for the plane disk, a
nearly constant waist radius can be achieved by a suitable selection of the radius of
curvature.
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Figure 3.10.: Electrical field distribution of the output beam and corresponding
cross-sections. The disk has a curved rear surface (R = 100 m) and
the effects of the active medium are included. In the upper row, the
component |Ex|, while in the lower row, the component |Ey| is shown.
The waist radius is w = 1.5 mm and the total power is P = 5.97 W.
The wavelength is λ = 1030 nm.
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Figure 3.11.: Total intensity distribution at the disk (left) and cross-sections of the
gain and the additional phase due to thermal effects (right).
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Figure 3.12.: Change of the beams waist radius w with the disk interactions for
different configurations. The track between two interactions at the
disk is around 1.25 m.

Based on the simulation, the impact of adjustment errors during the assembling
process can be analyzed. Therefore, the nominal positions and orientation of the
array mirrors are slightly disturbed by a statistical variation based on a normal
distribution. For the position a standard deviation of σxyz = 0.05 mm is assumed.
The standard deviation of the orientation is set to σα = 10′′. In Figure 3.13, the
resulting light distribution at the detector is displayed. The quality of the beam
is further decreased to an M2 factor of 1.31. Due to the misalignment, the point
of intersection of the beam at the disk changes with each round trip. This can be
observed by investigating the total intensity at the disk in Figure 3.14. This can also
lead to a higher amplification due to a more distributed stimulated emission and
shifted saturation effects. For the selected example, the total power of the output
beam is slightly increased compared to the ideal alignment of the mirrors.

Dependent on the application of the disk amplifier system, the simulation can be
further extended to cover also short pulses and the corresponding dynamic effects
within the active medium. Another possible extension to an even more holistic de-
scription would be the expansion of the empirical phase term by a detailed modeling
of the thermal deformation and refractive index profile of the disc.
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Figure 3.13.: Electrical field distribution of the amplified output beam and corre-
sponding cross-sections. The array mirrors are statistically misaligned
by standard deviations of σxyz = 0.05 mm and σα = 10′′. In the up-
per row, the component |Ex|, while in the lower row, the component
|Ey| is shown. The waist radius is w = 1.5 mm and the total power is
P = 6.18 W. The wavelength is λ = 1030 nm.
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Figure 3.14.: Total intensity distribution at the disk (left) and cross-sections of the
gain and the additional phase due to thermal effects (right). The array
mirrors are slightly out of alignment.
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4. Coherent light propagation
between tilted planes

The propagation of light in a homogeneous medium between different components
is a central part of a more holistic simulation of optical systems. While mostly the
transport between parallel planes is considered, the evaluation of a coherent field
distribution on arbitrarily rotated planes is of special interest, when dealing with
an off-axis geometry. Also for the design of modern computer generated holograms
(CGHs) [25], the calculation of the propagated electric field on a tilted plane plays
an important role. In comparison to the extensively studied propagation between
parallel planes, which is discussed in Section 2.1, fast Fourier transforms can not be
applied directly due to an arising non-equidistant grid spacing. Several algorithms
have been developed in the past dealing with this problem.

In Fraunhofer approximation, a solution was published by Patorski in 1983 [101],
followed by several extensions based on the Fresnel condition [102–105]. The first
solution incorporating the angular spectrum of plane waves was found by Tommasi
et al. [106]. A major drawback of this algorithm is the necessity to deal with non-
uniform and distorted sampling schemes in the Fourier domain. For the application
of conventional fast Fourier transforms, a complex interpolation needs to be evalu-
ated. During recent years, several further methods based on different interpolation
strategies have been proposed [30–34]. Nevertheless, especially for large rotation an-
gles, considerable inaccuracies coming from the interpolation can occur [35]. While
this problem can be improved to a certain extend by using non-uniform fast Fourier
transformations [84, 107], the optimal and application-dependent set of parameters
and their efficient numerical implementation is subject of ongoing research [108]. A
simple split-step propagation method is used in [109] to evaluate the field on a plane
rotated around one axis. The presented algorithm is based on a similar idea, but
does not use the Fresnel approximation and is valid for general rotations.
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In this chapter a new approach is presented for the propagation of coherent field dis-
tributions between nonparallel planes. For the evaluation, neither explicit complex
interpolations nor nonuniform Fourier transformations (NFFT), so an interpolation
based on Gaussian gridding, are needed. In principle, the proposed approach is
based on the idea that a general rotation can be decomposed into three individual
elementary transformations according to Euler [110]. First, the field is rotated in
the original plane, what can be efficiently evaluated by three shearing operations.
Second, the actual wave propagation for a plane tilted around one axis is evaluated,
using the angular spectrum of plane waves. Finally, another in-plane rotation of the
electric field follows. In total, this leads to a quasi-fast complexity O(N3 log N) that
is applicable for practical use. Besides that, the overall accuracy is independent
of the rotation angle and only limited by the sampling conditions of the angular
spectrum of plane waves, discussed in Section 2.1. The algorithm is formulated for
vectorial fields and a flexible scaling of the output coordinates by using the chirp
z-transform [48].

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, a new algorithm for propagating
electric fields on tilted planes is derived and analyzed. After the idea of decomposing
the general rotation is described, the individual steps of two in-plane transformations
and a quasi-fast propagation will be discussed. The first section concludes with
an analysis of the mathematical complexity and run time. To demonstrate the
usefulness of the developed approach, two application-related examples are studied
in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. At the end of this chapter, a comparison to the
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld-integral and interpolation-based solutions is performed.

Parts of the results presented in this chapter are published in [111].

4.1. Development and analysis of a quasi-fast
algorithm

In general, the orientation of the final plane of interest is connected to the original
plane by a rotation. If the same origin for both planes is assumed, the final coor-
dinate system (x4, y4, z4)ᵀ is obtained by applying the appropriate rotation on the
initial coordinates (x1, y1, z1)ᵀ
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⎛
⎜⎝

x4

y4

z4

⎞
⎟⎠ = R

⎛
⎜⎝

x1

y1

z1

⎞
⎟⎠ , (4.1)

where R is a 3 × 3 matrix.

Figure 4.1.: Decomposition of the rotation from the original (green) to the final plane
(blue) into three individual transformations. First, a rotation around
the z1-axis by θ, second, around the x2-axis by ϕ and third, around the
final z3-axis by γ.

The presented algorithm is based on a decomposition of this general rotation. Ac-
cording to Euler, any rotation can be described by three sequential rotations around
specific axes [110]. A suitable decomposition, from the viewpoint of field propaga-
tion, is sketched in Figure 4.1. Equation 4.1 can be expressed by

⎛
⎜⎝

x4

y4

z4

⎞
⎟⎠ = Rz3(γ)Rx2(ϕ)Rz1(θ)

⎛
⎜⎝

x1

y1

z1

⎞
⎟⎠ , (4.2)

with the individual rotation matrices

Rz1(θ) =

⎛
⎜⎝

cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎠ , (4.3a)
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Rx2(ϕ) =

⎛
⎜⎝

1 0 0
0 cos ϕ −sinϕ

0 sin ϕ cos ϕ

⎞
⎟⎠ , (4.3b)

Rz3(γ) =

⎛
⎜⎝

cos γ − sin γ 0
sin γ cos γ 0

0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎠ . (4.3c)

First, the initial field in the x1y1-plane is rotated around the z1-axis by an angle
θ, which corresponds to an in-plane rotation. The second rotation is around the
x2-axis by ϕ and followed by the third and final in-plane rotation around the z3-axis
by γ, what leads to the final coordinate system. In principle, the second step does
not necessarily have to be around the x-axis but can be alternatively around the
y-axis. In summary, the final field in the tilted plane of interest can be calculated
by three operations, two in-plane rotations around the respective z-axes and one
rotation around the intermediate x-axis, combined with the actual propagation along
z. Without loss of generality, in a homogeneous, isotropic media, the following steps
are formulated without the temporal component of the monochromatic, electric
field E(x, y, z, t) = E(x, y, z) exp(−iωt) and for a single component only E = Ei.
A rotation of a two-dimensional and complex field distribution in the same plane
can be performed efficiently and accurate by three shearing operations [112–114].
Compared to the evaluation by a direct interpolation of the real and imaginary part
of the complex field, neither sampling issues are arising nor an unwrapping process
is necessary. The decomposition is visualized in Figure 4.2, where the successively
applied shearing matrices are expressed as

Sx(a) =
(

1 a

0 1

)
, (4.4a)

Sy(b) =
(

1 0
b 1

)
, (4.4b)

Sx(c) =
(

1 c

0 1

)
. (4.4c)

The shearing parameters a, b and c are dependent on the actual rotation angle θ
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Figure 4.2.: Decomposition of an in-plane rotation into three successively applied
shearing transformations.

and can be calculated by

a = c = − tan θ

2 ,

b = sin θ.
(4.5)

Each of the shearing operations is evaluated by the usage of the shift theorem of the
Fourier transformation

Sx(a){E(x, y)} = E(x + ay, y)

= F−1
νx

{Fx {E(x, y)} exp(iaykx)} ,

Sy(b){E(x, y)} = E(x, y + bx)

= F−1
νy

{Fy {E(x, y)} exp(ibxky)} .

(4.6)

This evaluation is efficient and exact on a regular grid provided sufficient zero
padding is applied [115]. To analyze the accuracy, an anamorphic Gaussian pro-
file is rotated in the xy-plane step by step until it meets is initial orientation after
360◦. The deviations between the twelve times rotated sample and the original
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distribution are shown in Figure 4.3. The residual rms deviation is found to be
1.52 · 10−15.

Figure 4.3.: Gaussian field distribution, which is rotated in-plane by twelve times
30◦ (left), and resulting deviations to the initial profile (right).

While the different components of the electric field can be rotated in the same plane
by this algorithm, the obtained field vector is still expressed in the initial coordinate
system. Therefore, the same rotation matrix Rz needs to be applied to it. In general,
this step is necessary for each of the three transformations, but can be combined to a
single one by using the general rotation R. Taking into account that the component
Ez can be calculated based on the others Ex and Ey for a transverse field [28], the
following relation holds

(
Ex4

Ey4

)
= F−1

[
T

(
F [Ex1 ]
F [Ey1 ]

)]
,

T =
(

r11 − r13
kx

kz
r12 − r13

ky

kz

r21 − r23
kx

kz
r22 − r23

ky

kz

)
,

(4.7)

where the transformation matrix T is composed by the entries rij of the rotation ma-
trix R and the corresponding wave vector [34]. The inverse Fourier transformation
is applied component-wise.

The residual transformation of the electric field is the rotation around the x2-axis.
The layout of this step is illustrated in Figure 4.5. In general, this transformation
corresponds to a y-dependent propagation of the field distribution along a specific
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z(y)

zo(y=0)

Figure 4.4.: Sketch of the rotation around the x2-axis by ϕ, which corresponds to a
free-space propagation of the field distribution along the distance z(y2)
into the tilted x3y3-plane.

distance z(y2), which is given by the following relation

x3 = x2, (4.8a)

y2 = y3 cos ϕ, (4.8b)

z(y2) = y2 tan(ϕ) + z0. (4.8c)

Here, z0 is an additional propagation distance which can be included in this step
dependent on the actual application. For the evaluation of the electric field in
the tilted plane, the propagation based on the angular spectrum of plane waves is
modified, which is introduced and discussed in Section 2.1.1. According to Equation
2.21, the electric field at the position z is given by

E(x, y, z) =
∫∫

E(kx, ky, 0) exp(izkz) exp(i(xkx + yky))dkxdky, (4.9)

where E(kx, ky, 0) is the spectrum of the electric field and exp(izkz) is the propaga-
tion kernel, describing the propagation of a plane wave in a homogeneous medium
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along a given distance. Inserting Equation 4.8c, the electric field at the tilted plane,
but in the initial coordinate system, is given by

E(x2, y2, z3) =
∫∫

E(kx2 , ky2 , z2) exp(iz(y2)kz2) exp(i(y2ky2 + x2kx2))dkx2dky2 .

(4.10)

After a separation of the integrals into the different dimensions and discretization,
it becomes clear that this equation can be solved by a fast Fourier transformation
along kx2 and by a summation along ky2

E(x2, y2, z3) = F−1
kx2

[∑
ky2

E(kx2 , ky2 , z2) exp(iz(y2)kz2) exp(iy2ky2)Δky2

]
. (4.11)

While details about the mathematical complexity and runtime will be discussed
at the end of this section, as a next step, Equation 4.10 will be generalized for
coordinates x3 and y3 independent of x2 and y2. A flexible scaling of the coordinates
is necessary for certain applications, for example in order to maintain the resolution
when evaluating the light on a strongly tiled plane. As highlighted in Section 2.1,
this can be realized along the x-dimension by replacing the Fourier transformation by
the inverse chirp z-transform or by a scaled convolution [29]. For the y-coordinates,
the connection between the two coordinates y2 and y3 in Equation 4.8c is substituted
into the summation of Equation 4.11

E(x3, y3, z3) = chirpz−1
kx2

[∑
ky2

E(kx2 , ky2 , z2) exp(iz(y3 cos ϕ)kz2) exp(iy3 cos ϕky2)dky2

]
.

(4.12)

An important aspect, when propagating electric fields especially on strongly tilted
planes, is a correct handling of the occurring linear phase. In order to reduce the re-
quirements on the lateral sampling, linear phases are included analytically according
to the properties of the Fourier transformation. Details are given in Section 2.1.

In principle, Equation 4.11 is accurate even for large tilt angles as long as the usual
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Figure 4.5.: Calculation time of the x-rotation dependent on different sampling
points Nx and Ny. The sampling points along y are fixed for the red
line, while for the blue line, Nx is kept constant.

requirements of the expansion into plane waves are fulfilled. From a viewpoint of
runtime, the proposed algorithm is quasi-fast. This corresponds to a fast evaluation
along one dimension by using the Fourier or chirp-z transformation and a compara-
bly slower calculation of the direct summation about the second dimension. Thus,
the overall complexity is O(N3 log N). The behavior of the different runtimes for
the individual dimensions is shown in Figure 4.5. For an impression on the abso-
lute performance on a typical computer (Intel i7, 2.4Ghz) and to demonstrate the
usefulness for practical applications, the runtimes of the different evaluation steps
are compared for several sampling configurations in Table 4.1. So far, all algorithms
are implemented in Python [75] and can be optimized by an implementation into a
more efficient compiled programming language.

Before several examples are studied, the proposed algorithm for evaluating the elec-
tric field on a tilted plane is summarized in terms of an implementation:

1. Decomposition of the general rotation into the angles θ, ϕ and γ according to
Figure 4.1.
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2. Zero padding of the initial field to 2N ×2N and evaluation of the first in-plane
transformation around θ by Equations 4.6.

3. Evaluation of the quasi-fast propagation on the tilted plane about the x axis
according to Equation 4.11 and subtraction of the linear phase.

4. Final in-plane rotation of the field distribution according to (2.) around the
angle γ.

Table 4.1.: Run times in seconds of the two rotation (propagation) routines and
the total algorithm, together with the corresponding times of the two-
dimensional FFT and the chirp-z transformation for comparison. Nx and
Ny are the numbers of sampling points.

Nx =
Ny

FFT chirp-z z-rot. x-rot.
(prop.)

total

64 0.0005 0.0017 0.0031 0.0052 0.012
128 0.0016 0.0097 0.011 0.029 0.051
256 0.010 0.045 0.076 0.461 0.615
512 0.044 0.225 0.352 4.51 5.20
1024 0.208 0.908 1.43 34.1 36.7

4.2. Example I: Gaussian Beam on a folding mirror

As a first example, a Gaussian beam is evaluated on a plane tilted around the y-axis
by ϕ = 35◦. This can be for example a folding mirror. The normalized and radial
symmetric Gaussian profile is defined with a waist of 0.25 mm on an equidistant
grid with a sampling of 1024 × 1024 and lateral dimensions of 2 mm by 2 mm. The
beam is assumed to be linear polarized (|Ex| = |Ey|). The initial phase of the beam
is defined to be planar, while the wavelength is set to be λ = 1 μm. The lateral
coordinates of the final plane are the same as for the initial distribution. According
to the previous section, the overall transformation is decomposed into a rotation of
the input field by 90◦ around the z1-axis, by 25◦ around the x2-axis and finally by
another −90◦ around the z3-axis.
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Figure 4.6.: Electric field distribution and corresponding cross-sections of a Gaussian
beam on a folding mirror (ϕ = 35◦). In the upper row, the component
|Ex|, while in the lower rows, the component |Ey| and |Ez| are shown.
The corresponding phase is displayed in the cross-sections. The waist
radius in the x direction is wx = 0.31 mm and wy = 0.25 mm in the y

direction. The wavelength is λ = 1 μm.

The resulting electric field, amplitude and phase of the different components are
shown in Figure 4.6. In the cross sections, a decrease of the amplitude |Ex| by
around 18 % is observed, while the amplitude of the other transverse component
|Ey| is not affected and |Ez| is increased. The reason is found in the orientation
of the rotation axis. So the y-axis, and therefore |Ey|, stays the same, while the
other components are influenced according to Equation 4.7. A consequence of the
x-dependent propagation distance is the widening of the waist of the Gaussian beam
by 20 % along the x direction. In the same dimension, a linear dependency of the
phase on the lateral coordinate x is seen, which corresponds to the tilt.
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So far, the phase of the initial beam was assumed to be constant. In Figure 4.7,
the two-dimensional phase is evaluated on a tilted plane (ϕx = 0.3◦) for different
input profiles of the phase and illustrated qualitatively. In general, when light is
investigated on a tilted plane, a linear contribution of the phase is observed, as it
is seen in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7(a) for the collimated beam with its flat phase.
If the input phase is set to be curved, an overlay with the linear contribution is
the result and a chirp is noticed. This is demonstrated for a curved initial phase in
Figure 4.7(d) and for cylindrical wavefronts in Figure 4.7(b) and (c) along different
sections.

Figure 4.7.: Phase distribution (wrapped) on a slightly tilted plane (ϕ = 0.3◦) for
different input beams.
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4.3. Example II: Intensity distribution on a high-order
Littrow grating

One advantage of the proposed algorithm is the good performance for large rotation
angles. Therefore, as another example, the intensity profile on a plane under gracing
incidence (ϕ = 88◦) is studied. This scenario is of special interest for the simulation
of high-order Littrow gratings [109]. As input beam, a nearly top-hat profile with
a width of 3 mm by 3 mm is defined. The wavelength is set to be λ = 1 μm. The
results are shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8.: Intensity distribution and corresponding cross-section of a nearly top-
hat beam on a strongly tilted plane (ϕ = 88◦). The intensity is nor-
malized to its maximum and the wavelength is λ = 1 μm. The x- and
y-axis scales different.

To display the full field, the scaling of the y coordinates is enlarged due to the strong
tilt and the corresponding projection. In the cross section along the unaffected x-
axis, the classical Fresnel diffraction pattern is observed. In contrast, we get a
deviation from this pattern dependent on the y coordinate that comes from an
increasing propagation distance. As a result of the different sign of the propagation
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distance relative to the center of the final plane, the pattern is different for positive
and negative y coordinates. The right part of the plane (y > 0), which is closer to
the origin of the input beam, has a narrower width and a higher intensity compared
to the left part (y < 0).

4.4. Comparison to interpolation based methods

The scope of this section is to compare the proposed method to other algorithms
based on interpolation. Before two exemplary field distributions for different tilt an-
gles are evaluated and compared, the validity of the proposed method even for large
tilt angles is demonstrated by a verification with the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral.
Furthermore, general differences between the studied approaches are discussed and
highlighted.
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Figure 4.9.: Electric field distributions of a top-hat beam on a tilted plane
(ϕ = 85◦). The result calculated by the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral
|ERS| (left) is compared to the result evaluated by the proposed method
|EEuler|(center). The relative deviations |ΔE|/max|ERS| and the corre-
sponding rms error are displayed in the right figure. The wavelength is
λ = 1 μm and the sampling is 251 by 251 points.

In Figure 4.9, the electric field distribution of a top-hat beam on a tilted plane
(ϕ = 85◦) is compared for an evaluation by the proposed method |EEuler| and by the
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral |ERS| [27]. The wavelength is λ = 1 μm
and the distance between the initial and the final plane is 100 mm to fulfill the
requirements of the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral [116]. The low relative deviations
|ΔE|/max|ERS| with an rms error of 1.266 × 10−8 shows the validity of the quasi-fast
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method based on the Euler decomposition. Residual are mainly numerical errors
coming from the discretized evaluation of the chirp z-transform.

In [33, 35], the propagation theory for evaluating the electric field on tilted planes
by using interpolation is discussed. In order to allow for an efficient calculation by
using the fast Fourier transformation, a complex interpolation of the spectrum of
the initial distribution onto a non-equidistantly spaced grid is necessary. Instead
of the accurate but time consuming interpolation by sinc-functions, typically an
approximation by cubic-functions is used [34]. As a consequence, inaccuracies are
expected, especially for large tilt angles. The proposed algorithm based on the
decomposition of the rotations is due to the quasi-fast complexity in principle not
as efficient, but independent on the rotation angle. Another advantage is that
the numerical implementation is rather simple and there is no need for defining any
application specific parameters, which are dependent on the initial field. Further, the
sufficient selection of the interpolation method and corresponding parameters can
be a critical point, especially when using non-equidistant Fourier transformations,
so an interpolation by Gaussian gridding [108].

In Figure 4.10, a Gaussian beam with a waist radius of w0 = 0.3 mm and a wave-
length of λ = 1 μm is propagated onto planes with increasing tilt angle ϕ = [0◦, 27◦,
53◦, 80◦]. The distance between the initial and the tilted plane is 100 mm. For the
evaluation of the propagation, two different methods are used. In the left column,
the electric field distribution calculated by the proposed method |EEuler| is shown.
To the right, the field is evaluated based on a complex, cubic interpolation of the
spectrum |Ecubic|. While the amplitude and phase distribution of a Gaussian beam
are rather smooth, the complex interpolation becomes more critical for other field
distributions. Therefore, the same comparison is made for a square-shaped top-hat
beam with a width of 1.7 mm. Again, the distance between the initial and the tilted
plane is 100 mm and the wavelength is λ = 1 μm. The results are shown in Figure
4.11. The relative deviations |ΔE|/max|EEuler| are increasing stronger for large tilt
angles compared to the Gaussian distribution. For a tilt angle of ϕ = 53◦, the er-
ror is already up to 0.23 % of the maximum signal max|EEuler|. For a tilt angle of
ϕ = 80◦, the error is further increased up to 38 % and demonstrates the inaccuracy of
the interpolation based algorithm for large tilt angles. In summary, the algorithms
based on interpolation are preferred for limited angles due to a better efficiency. For
an application where a high accuracy is needed or especially for large angles, the
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proposed method is advantageous.
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Figure 4.10.: Electric field distributions of a Gaussian beam on a tilted plane for
different angles (ϕ = [0◦, 27◦, 53◦, 80◦]). The results calculated by
the proposed method |EEuler| (left column) are compared to the results
evaluated based on cubic interpolation |Ecubic| (central column). The
relative deviations |ΔE|/max|EEuler| and the corresponding rms error
are displayed in the right column. The wavelength is λ = 1 μm.
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Figure 4.11.: Electric field distributions of a top-hat beam on a tilted plane for dif-
ferent angles (ϕ = [0◦, 27◦, 53◦, 80◦]). The results calculated by the
proposed method |EEuler| (left column) are compared to the results
evaluated based on cubic interpolation |Ecubic| (central column). The
relative deviations |ΔE|/max|EEuler| and the corresponding rms error
are displayed in the right column. The wavelength is λ = 1 μm.
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5. Simulation and analysis of
imaging systems including real
freeform components

While the design and modeling of many optical components, as plane or spheri-
cal mirrors and lenses, by simple, ideal surface descriptions lead to a satisfactory
result, in recent years, modern systems often include optical components differing
from this structure. For example, additive manufactured lightweight mirrors [117],
printed diffractive Elements [118] and objective lenses [6], or freeform components,
produced by diamond-turning [9,119] are becoming increasingly available. However,
the realization is associated with manufacturing errors, such as surface imperfections
or deformations. This often remains to be a limiting factor for the performance of
the final application. The consideration of this impacts will lead to a more holistic
simulation and enables the performance prediction of the system as a whole.

With increasing availability of the manufacturing technologies, especially surfaces
without remaining symmetry are becoming an exiting opportunity in optical de-
sign. Apart from illumination and beam profiling systems, freeform surfaces can be
found more and more also in imaging applications [120–122]. The additional degrees
of freedom enable more compact, high-performance systems with off-axis geome-
tries [123, 124]. The manufacturing typically involves single point diamond-turning
in combination with additional polishing methods [9, 125, 126]. Apart from micro
roughness, more localized figure errors and characteristic, regular ripples within the
mid-spatial frequency range (MSF) arise due to the limited accuracy of the turning
process [13,127]. In Figure 5.1, the qualitative power spectral density (PSD) of a typ-
ical, manufactured surface profile is shown. While the resolution is usually affected
by the low spatial frequency errors, the contrast is reduced due to deviations, such as
roughness, with a high spatial frequency [65]. The impact of the range in between,
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for example the regular MSF ripples, is more system dependent. Especially when
dealing with shorter wavelengths, the deviations of the produced to the ideal sur-
face profile are still a limiting problem. Currently, there exist a few comprehensive
approaches for the analysis of different fabrication processes [36,37], the theoretical
description of surface deformations on the point spread function (PSF) [38] and the
modulation transfer function (MTF) [39–42]. In order to close the gap between the
optical design, the manufacturing process and the adjustment procedure, there re-
mains a need for a more holistic description of even complex systems with multiple
freeform components.
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Figure 5.1.: Qualitative power spectral density (PSD) of a typical, manufactured
surface profile. For a one-dimensional representation, the PSD is aver-
aged along the azimuthal dimension. The spatial frequency ranges are
only rough estimates and are defined relative to the surface diameter D
and the wavelength λ. The impacts on the point spread function (PSF)
are sketched below. [65]

The presented approach is based on an analytic description of the real, manufactured
surface profiles. Lateral shifted radial basis functions (RBFs) are used to include
more localized figure errors. In addition, the critical MSF ripples are covered by a
new approach based on the PSD of the surface imperfections. By a limited number
of coefficients and parameters, not only an efficient simulation by ray-tracing but
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also a comprehensive tolerancing analysis is realized. Parts of the approach for the
description, especially the selection of a suitable set of parameters for the RBFs,
were developed within the authors masters thesis [73], but are introduced briefly
in the first section for a better understanding. Within this work the approach is
enhanced to a more holistic simulation of even complex systems and the verification
is made based on a demonstrator for imaging applications.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.1, the new approach for the descrip-
tion of real freeform components, manufactured by diamond-turning, is presented
and discussed. The concept for a more holistic simulation of real optical systems
including the surface imperfections is realized afterwards in Section 5.2. Therefore,
an afocal, anamorphic imaging telescope in the visible wavelength range is intro-
duced and used as a demonstrator system. Its manufactured optical surfaces, four
freeform-shaped mirrors, are described by the introduced approach and included
into the simulation. The residual deviations and general limits of the description
are discussed. In Section 5.3, the simulation result is analyzed and compared to the
measured wavefront for different field angles. The solution is verified by also taking
the uncertainties of the adjustment into account. The chapter concludes with two
tolerancing scenarios. In the first example, the analytic descriptions are used for
analyzing the impact of the figure error. The regular ripples structures are varied
in amplitude and frequency in the second case study.

Parts of the results, presented in this chapter, are published in [128] and [129].

5.1. Surface description of diamond-turned freeform
components

After the manufacturing of the freeform surface, reflective or refractive, with respect
to the optical design, the sag of the component is measured. This can be for example
realized by interferometry [81,130,131]. In order to address the quality of the surface,
the deviations zdev(x, y) between the ideal zideal(x, y) and the real profile zreal(x, y)
are evaluated

zdev(x, y) = zreal(x, y) − zideal(x, y). (5.1)
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In Figure 5.2, the deviations of a typical freeform surface, manufactured by diamond-
turning, are shown. Apart from figure error with a peak-to-valley value of 0.4 μm,
characteristic, regular ripples are observed. The specific structure results from a
combination of environmental influences, such as changes in temperature and pres-
sure, and vibrations between the manufacturing machine and the optical surface.
Typically, the center of the periodic structure coincides with the pivot of the turn-
ing process. The spiral tool path, with a pitch in the range of 6 to 75 μm, is usually
not resolved in the measurement [119, 132]. In the corresponding one-dimensional
PSD of the surface imperfections, see Figure 5.5, regular ripples can be identified
by several peaks for specific spatial frequencies ν.
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Figure 5.2.: Manufacturing deviations of a typical freeform surface, produced by
diamond-turning. The rms error is 72 nm.

The approach to include these imperfections into the design and simulation of the
optical system is based on an analytic description of the real surface profile, which
allows for a simulation by ray-tracing and a tolerancing analysis with respect to
the measured profiles. The goal is to find such a continuous function f(x, y) that
approximates the measured data. For M measurements zi(xi, yi) this ideally implies

f(xi, yi) ≈ zi, i = 1, . . . , M. (5.2)

The description of the ideal surface is given by the optical design. Typically, a set
of global polynomials is used here, which are introduced and discussed in Section
2.3. Due to their lack in localized finite support, an appropriate approximation
of the manufacturing deviations is not possible with a reasonable number of coef-
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ficients [65]. Therefore, an alternative set of functions is necessary to include the
imperfections. In this new approach, lateral shifted RBFs, for example Gaussian
functions φRBF(x, y) with a certain shape factor εn, distributed on a grid (xn, yn),
are used to describe the more localized figure errors,

zfig(x, y) =
∑

n

cn · φRBF(x − xn, y − yn, εn). (5.3)

Details on the selection of an optimal set of parameters (xn, yn, εn) and coefficients
cn are given in Section 2.3. In addition, the regular ripples are approximated by a
linear combination of radial symmetric rings with a certain amplitude an, bn and
spatial frequency kn. The functions are defined in polar coordinates by

zMSF(r, ϕ) =
∑

n

(an sin(knr) + bn cos(knr)) · cos(mn(ϕ + ϕ0)) · γn(r), (5.4)

r =
√

(x − xc)2 + (y − yc)2, (5.5)

where (xc, yc) corresponds to the pivot of the manufacturing process. To not only
describe radial symmetric structures, the equation includes an azimuthal dependent
term with order mn and offset ϕ0. To overcome the singularity at r = 0, an additional
function γ(r) is necessary, which can be the complement of a Gaussian function.
While the coefficients an and bn are determined by using least squares, the spatial fre-
quencies of the rings are determined, by evaluating the PSD in the one-dimensional
or in an extended, azimuthal dependent two-dimensional approach [133]. The entire
approach is illustrated in Figure 5.3. In summary, the description of the real surface
is composed by global polynomials for the ideal profile, RBFs for the figure error
and additional MSF-functions to describe the residual, regular ripples.

The results for the example surface profile are given in Figure 5.4. Not only the
figure error but also the periodic ripples are described by the presented approach.
Residual and not covered are mostly unstructured deviations with an rms error
of 3 nm. In principal, they may still be included as an additional optical path
length [41, 134] or by statistical methods used in Chapter 6. In the corresponding
PSD, see Figure 5.5, the low spatial frequencies are covered by the RBFs, while the
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Figure 5.3.: Sketch of the approach. The real surface zreal is composed by global
polynomials for the ideal profile zideal, RBFs for the figure error zfig and
additional MSF-functions to describe the regular ripples zMSF.

range is further extended by the additional set of functions for the critical MSF
errors. Specific deviations for the particular surface, such as the horizontal lines,
are discussed within the next section after the demonstrator system is introduced.
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Figure 5.4.: Approximation of the manufacturing deformations for the exemplary
freeform surface by 250 RBFs and 75 additional MSF-functions. The
residual deviations are shown in the right figure. The scaling of the x-
and y-axis is not equal.
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Figure 5.5.: Normalized power spectral density (PSD) for the measured surface de-
formations (blue) of the example freeform surface, the corresponding
fit based on 250 RBFs (orange) and with additional 75 MSF-functions
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5.2. Holistic simulation of an afocal, anamorphic
imaging telescope in the visible wavelength range

In this section, a solution for a more holistic simulation of real optical imaging
systems is presented by including the influence of the manufactured components.
For this purpose, a demonstrator system will be introduced before integrating the
surface deviations based on the approach described in the previous section.

The chosen example system, an afocal, anamporphic imaging telescope [43], was
developed, manufactured and assembled by the Fraunhofer IOF, Jena. The goal of
this setup is to image a rectangular shaped entrance pupil (200 mm × 50 mm) on a
square exit pupil (60 mm × 60 mm). Typically, these instruments are used in space
application as front optics for subsequent spectrometers [135]. The field of view of
the obscuration-free telescope is ±3.22◦ along the x-axis and ±0.47◦ along the y-
axis. The optical design for the visible wavelength range is based on four reflective
surfaces and illustrated in Figure 5.6. The surface of each of the four mirrors is
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described by an off-axis, anamorphic asphere [136]. Nevertheless, the individual
components are considered to be freeforms due to fact that the aspheres are used
off-axis and that in each case two mirrors are manufactured on the same substrate
which leads to an overall free-shaped surface [119]. The advantage of producing two
mirrors on a common body, what can be seen in the mechanical layout in Figure 5.6,
is a reduction of the degrees of freedom for the alignment and therefore an easier
assembling process. Both aluminum substrates are manufactured by ultra-precise
diamond-turning.

exit pupil

entrance pupil

Figure 5.6.: Optical (left) and mechanical layout (right) of the afocal, anamorphic
imaging telescope. The system is based on four freeform mirrors M1 to
M4. [43]

To simulate the impact of the surface deformations, the real surface profiles need to
be reimplemented into the optical design. Therefore, the measured surface profiles
are analyzed and described according to the approach introduced in Section 5.1. The
interferometrically measured deviations between the real and the ideal surface, the
corresponding analytic fit and residual deviations are shown in Figure 5.7. To achieve
an overall rms-error within the range of a few manometers, only around 200 to
300 functions (RBF and MSF) are necessary, which allows for a fast simulation by
ray tracing later. It should be noted that the overall performance of the approach is
strongly dependent on the quality of the corresponding measurement. In discussion
with the engineers responsible for the manufacturing, for example, the horizontal
lines on the first mirror or the central bump on the last surface are identified to
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be artifacts of the measurements. This will be verified later when comparing the
simulation results with the experimental data.

As a final step to allow for a more holistic simulation of the overall system, the an-
alytic surface profiles of the real components are implemented back into the optical
design. Based on geometrical optics, the impact of the real components is simulated
by ray-tracing. Due to the analytic description with a limited number of coefficients,
the intersection points and new directions on the surface can be efficiently deter-
mined. If much smaller surface structures are included, diffraction effects need to
be considered [134]. One possibility for the implementation is to use a user-defined
surface together with a dynamic link library (DLL) in Zemax OpticStudio [22].
Within this work, the new software distribution based on Python is used, presented
in Chapter 3. While the overall performance of the ray-tracing is not as efficient, the
advantages are, a more flexible definition of the individual coordinate systems and
a direct implementation of the real surface descriptions. In summary, this allows for
a comprehensive tolerancing analysis, what will be shown later. However, Zemax
OpticStudio is used for a verification of the ray-tracing engine, which is shown to be
identical within the numerical accuracy [90]. In comparison to the ideal system, the
number of traced rays per second is decreased by only 39 %, evaluated on a typical
computer (Intel i7, 4x2.5 GHz, 16 Gb memory).

5.3. Results and verification

Based on the approach, presented in the previous section, the performance of the
example system can be analyzed by common tools, i.e., the MTF or the geometric
spot diagram. In this work, the discussion is mainly focused on an evaluation of the
wavefront in the exit pupil, what is common as a performance criterion for high-
performance systems. To avoid redundancy, the results are displayed and discussed
for different fields of view along the y-axis. However, the evaluation along the x-axis
follows the same scheme.

As a first step, the anamorphic telescope is simulated under ideal conditions by
taking only the designed surface profiles and a perfect adjustment of the individual
components into account. A wavelength of 632.8 nm is selected to allow later in this
section for a comparison with measured data, obtained by a helium-neon laser. In
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Figure 5.7.: Measured surface deformations for the mirrors M1 to M4 (left column).
The corresponding fit and the residual deviations to the measurements
are presented in the central and right column, respectively. The rms-
error and the total number of functions N are included in the corre-
sponding figures (M1: 250 RBFs + 75 MSFs, M2: 200 RBFs + 50
MSFs, M3: 170 RBFs + 50 MSFs and M4: 200 RBFs + 75 MSFs). The
scaling of the x- and y-axis is not equal.
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Figure 5.8, the optical path difference (OPD) in the exit pupil is displayed for three
different fields along the y-axis. The intersection angle of the central field is 0◦ at the
entrance pupil. For the two outer fields, the angles are ±0.235◦. By comparing the
individual OPDs, the ideal system is corrected quite homogeneous for the different
fields of view. The rms errors of the wavefront are between 43 nm and 44 nm. The
peak-to-valley errors of the two outer fields differ slightly from the value of 385 nm
for the central field. For an incident angle of 0.235◦ and -0.235◦, they are 257 nm and
496 nm, respectively. Remaining is mostly astigmatism. For the specific wavelength,
the rms errors are below 0.1 λ. Therefore, the studied telescope can be considered
to be diffraction-limited under ideal conditions [56].
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Figure 5.8.: Simulated wavefront of the setup under ideal conditions for incident
angles of -0.235◦, 0◦ and 0.235◦. The rms errors are included in the
corresponding figures. The wavelength is λ = 632.8 nm.

So far, only ideal components have been considered. In a next step, the manufactur-
ing deformations are included according to the previous Section 5.2. The resulting,
simulated real wavefronts are shown in the upper row of Figure 5.9 for the different
fields of view. By investigating the OPD for the central field, the presented approach
is capable of describing not only the influence of the figure error but also the impact
of the periodic MSF-ripples coming from the manufacturing by diamond turning.
One characteristic feature in the OPD is the horizontal ’blue bow’ in the center. By
comparing the surface deformations of the different mirrors in Figure 5.7, nearly the
same ’blue bow’ is found on the last mirror M4. The manufacturing errors of this
mirror are almost directly mapped onto the wavefront because it is closest to the
exit pupil. For an increased field angle, the structures coming from the field corre-
lated surfaces are shifted along the corresponding axis. In comparison to the results
under ideal conditions in Figure 5.8, a strong performance degradation is observed
for all fields. The rms errors of the individual field angles, 0.235◦, 0◦ and -0.235◦,
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are increased to 233 nm, 308 nm and 342 nm, respectively. In total, this corresponds
to performance decay up to a factor of around seven.
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Figure 5.9.: Simulated wavefront of the setup under real conditions for incident an-
gles of -0.235◦, 0◦ and 0.235◦. The rms errors are included in the corre-
sponding figures. The wavelength is λ = 632.8 nm.

For the sake of completeness, the corresponding geometric spot diagrams are shown
in Figure 5.10. The rms-radius of the spot is increased by a factor of six to 0.06 mrad
for the central field of view. The degradation along the y-axis is observed to be dom-
inant. A possible reason for this, is the present symmetry along the y-axis of the
surface deformations induced by the shifted turning centers during the manufactur-
ing process.
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Figure 5.10.: Simulated geometric spot diagram of the setup under ideal (left) and
real conditions (right) for the central field of view. The black circle
represents the Airy-radius. The rms radii are included in the corre-
sponding figures and the wavelength is λ = 632.8 nm.

The anamorphic telescope was assembled and adjusted by the Fraunhofer IOF, Jena.
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Afterwards, the wavefronts in the exit pupil of the system were interferometrically
measured in a double pass arrangement. The light source is a Helium-Neon laser
with a wavelength of 632.8 nm. By a quantitative comparison with the experimental
data, the approach should be verified for tolerancing and an easier alignment.
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Figure 5.11.: Measured (left) and simulated wavefront (center) of the afocal tele-
scope for the central field of view. The impact of the manufactured
components is included. In addition, an adjustment (shift and tilt) of
the two substrates is made (right). The rms errors are included in the
corresponding figures. The wavelength is λ = 632.8 nm.

In Figure 5.11, the measurement of the OPD is compared with the simulated wave-
front for the central field. Without any further adjustments, so based on the ideal,
as designed coordinates, the rms error of the measured OPD (rms = 273 nm) is lower
compared to the simulation (rms = 308 nm). This could be explained by the fact
that the final system is adjusted in order to minimize the rms value of the wavefront
and thus, certain aberrations are balanced by a shift or tilt of the components. In
order to further improve the correlation, a shift and a tilt between the two mirror
bodies M1M3 and M2M4 is included into the simulation. The result is displayed in
the outer right wavefront of Figure 5.11. Qualitatively, not only a good match of the
figure error but also of the characteristic MSF structures is achieved. Quantitatively,
the deviation between the adjusted simulation and the corresponding measurement
is only 2.9 % with respect to the rms error. The results for all studied, individual
fields of view are represented in Figure 5.12. Again, the simulation is allowed for
an adjustment, shift and tilt, of the two substrates. The values are obtained by
a simple optimization supported by the flexible coordinate systems defined in the
software platform introduced in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.12.: Simulated wavefronts under real conditions for incident angles of -
0.235◦, 0◦ and 0.235◦ (top row) and corresponding measurement (bot-
tom row) of the assembled setup. The rms errors are included in the
corresponding figures. The wavelength is λ = 632.8 nm.

Besides a good qualitative match for the two outer fields, the deviation of the rms
error is only 2.6 % and 3.0 %, for an incident angle of 0.235◦ and -0.235◦, respectively.
Another criterion, typically used for the comparison between two images, is the
normalized correlation [137]. For all fields of view, a normalized correlation over
98 % is achieved. Possible reasons for the low residual deviations are measurement
errors not only of the surface profiles but also of the experimental evaluation of
the wavefront. Further, the alignment process of the system is incorporated with a
certain error. So far, only a tilt and a shift of the shared mirror bodies M1M3 and
M2M4 is considered.

In summary, the overall good qualitative and quantitative correlation between the
simulation and the measurement shows the benefits of a more holistic simulation
approach. Further, the achieved result verifies the developed approach for a com-
prehensive tolerancing and specification of the surface shapes. This is demonstrated
and discussed within the next section.
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5.4. Tolerance analysis

The analytic representation of the real optical surfaces, introduced in Section 5.1,
allows for a comprehensive shape tolerancing of the components. By a systematic
variation of the individual description coefficients, the influence of the corresponding
surface deformation on the optical performance can be simulated. This can be
done independently for both the figure and the MSF errors. In comparison to
existing tolerancing methods, which are dragging the phase difference along the
original rays [41, 134], the presented approach is not limited on the surface height
of the features and the positioning of the individual components. In the following,
two simple examples for a possible tolerancing analysis are studied based on the
manufactured surfaces of the anamorphic imaging telescope.
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Figure 5.13.: Simulated wavefront of the original setup (left) and with a by 50 %
reduced figure error of the mirrors M1 and M3, manufactured on the
same substrate (right). The rms errors are included in the correspond-
ing figures. The wavelength is λ = 632.8 nm.

The first case study focuses on the figure error. Therefore, the figure error of the first
and the third mirror, which are manufactured during the same process on a common
substrate, is assumed to be reduced by 50 % in height. This can be achieved by either
a statistical variation of the RBF coefficients or by simply reducing all coefficient
cn by the same factor. In Figure 5.13, the result with a reduced figure error is
compared to the original wavefront for the central field. While the MSF-ripples are
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not affected, the overall rms-error is reduced by 7 %. The dominating influence on
the figure error is still the surface deviation of the last mirror M4.
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Figure 5.14.: Simulated wavefront of the original setup (left) and for artificial MSF-
structures (a = 50 nm, ν = 0.5 mm−1) on the mirrors M2 and M4,
manufactured on the same substrate (right). The rms errors are in-
cluded in the corresponding figures. The wavelength is λ = 632.8 nm.

The tolerancing of the regular ripple structures can be done by a variation of the
coefficients an and bn for certain spatial frequencies. In Figure 5.14, the result is
presented for artificial surface ripples on the mirrors M2 and M4. The center of the
ripples on the common substrate is defined to be the same as that of the diamond-
turning process. The amplitude of the ripples is set to a = 50 nm and the spatial
frequency to ν = 0.5 mm−1. The rms-error is increased to 296 nm. Dependent
on the position of the individual surface relative to the systems pupil, sum- and
difference-frequencies of the ripples arise in the wavefront [138].

In addition, common errors during the alignment process, such as tilt and decenter,
can be included, as demonstrated in Section 5.3. An even more comprehensive
surface analysis can be for example realized by a statistical variation of the surface
description according to a Monte-Carlo-simulation [139].
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6. Holistic simulation of a table-top
scattering setup

Within this chapter, it is demonstrated that a more refined approach for the simu-
lation of modern optical systems offers new opportunities in performance prediction
and the foundation for further improvements of the system. As an example system,
a compact setup for angle resolved light scattering (ARS) measurements is selected,
which was developed and assembled by the Fraunhofer IOF, Jena [140]. In Figure
6.1, the high sensitive optical roughness sensor (HOROS) is shown. The underlying
concept is the detection and analysis of the light, which is scattered at a sample.
During the fabrication of optical components, this kind of technology enables the
fast and contactless assessment of imperfections, such as roughness or local defects,
on thin-film coatings and substrates [45,141,142]. The challenge for the realization
and the simulation is the necessary sensitivity over several orders of magnitude in
intensity.

Figure 6.1.: High sensitive optical roughness sensor (HOROS) [140].
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Relevant physical aspects for the performance prediction of the setup are the prop-
agation of the light through the optical system and the scattering at relevant com-
ponents. A critical point, which is assumed to have an influence on the small angle
scattering, is the beam quality of the used light source. In the HOROS setup, a
fiber coupled laser diode with a micro-focus module is installed. In order to include
the impact of the technological aspects of the light source into the simulation of the
system, the field of the monochromatic beam is reconstructed by a modified phase
retrieval approach based on the transport of intensity equation [46]. Their appli-
cation has been already successfully demonstrated for the evaluation of adaptive
optics [143] and coherent phase microscopy [144]. Based on a simple and flexible
setup, an accuracy comparable to a Hartmann-Shack-Sensor [145] is achieved. In
contrast to algorithms relying on the inverse Fourier transform (IFTA) [146], conver-
gence problems dependent on the application are avoided. Another technical aspect,
which is investigated in this work, is the integration of a cover glass to protect the
system in industrial applications. Here, multiple reflections of the light need to be
considered. Apart from this, the final result of the setup is obtained by signal pro-
cessing algorithms. With respect to Chapter 3, an overview of the addressed points
for a more holistic simulation of the HOROS setup is given in Table 6.1.

physical
effects

real light
sources

real
manufactured
components

signal
processing

HOROS
scattering setup x x x x

Table 6.1.: Overview of selected key aspects, addressed in the simulation of the
HOROS table-top scattering system.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.1, the characterization of the
used laser light source based on a modified phase retrieval approach is presented,
the experimental results are analyzed and an estimate for the achieved accuracy is
given. Then, the overall simulation concept of the system is outlined and several
modules, such as the applied signal processing, are studied in more detail. At the
end of Section 6.2, the results of the simulation are discussed. In Section 6.3, a cover
glass to protect the system and the corresponding multiple reflections are included.
The obtained scattering distributions are compared to experimental data.

Parts of the results are in preparation for publication.
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6.1. Characterization of the real light source by
phase retrieval

Before the experimental setup and the results for the used light source of the scat-
tering setup are discussed, the basic approach to reconstruct the phase of a coherent
beam is presented based on several measurements of the intensity distribution at dif-
ferent positions. For this purpose, the transport of intensity equation (TIE), derived
from the paraxial wave equation in Section 2.1.2,

− k
∂I(r)

∂z
= ∇⊥I(r) · ∇⊥φ(r) + I(r)∇2

⊥φ(r) (6.1)

is used, where I(r) is the intensity, φ(r) is the phase and ∇⊥ is the lateral nabla
operator. Instead of solving the differential equation by direct numerical integration,
in this work, Equation 6.1 is reformulated into a problem specific system of linear
equations in order to allow for a numerical robust solution. Therefore, the phase in
the plane of reconstruction z = z0 is decomposed into the paraxial properties of a
typical laser beam consisting of tilt and curvature, and residual higher order terms

φ(x, y, z0) =φtilt(x, y) + φcurv(x, y) + φres(x, y), (6.2)

=k(txx + tyy) + k
(cx

2 x2 + cy

2 y2
)

(6.3)

+
∑

n

cnϕRBF(x − xn, y − yn, εn). (6.4)

The tilt and curvature terms are determined by evaluating the first and second
moments. The residual higher order terms are described by lateral shifted RBFs
ϕRBF(x − xn, y − yn, εn), which are introduced in Section 2.3. Here, Gaussian func-
tions, distributed on a Fibonacci grid, are used. In comparison to global polyno-
mials, the critical definition of the norm radius and the handling at the boundary
are avoided [67]. By inserting the linear combination of RBFs into Equation 6.1, a
system of linear equations is achieved
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−k
∂I(r)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=z0

= k [∂xI(x, y)tx + ∂yI(x, y)ty]

+ k [∂xI(x, y)cxx + ∂yI(x, y)cyy + I(x, y)cx + I(x, y)cy]

+
N∑

n=1
cn

[
∂xI(x, y)∂xϕRBF(x − xn, y − yn, εn)

+ ∂yI(x, y)∂yϕRBF(x − xn, y − yn, εn)

+ I(x, y)∂xxϕRBF(x − xn, y − yn, εn)

+ I(x, y)∂yyϕRBF(x − xn, y − yn, εn)
]
.

(6.5)

To retrieve the phase in the desired plane, the linear system is solved for the coeffi-
cients cn by a LSQ approximation according to Section 2.3.

Δ

Figure 6.2.: Paraxial layout of the experimental setup. The light beam to retrieve
is transformed by a refocusing optics onto a movable detector. The
intensity distribution is captured in several planes along the z-axis.

In the HOROS setup, a laser diode (λ-mini, RGB-Photonics GmbH, Kelheim) is
used. The wavelength is measured to be λ = 662.5 nm at P = 1 mW with a spec-
tral width of ΔλFWHM = 0.7 nm, which is neglected in the following considerations.
The monochromatic light is coupled into a single-mode fiber for homogenization
before it is collimated and focused by a compact lens module (60FC-4-M12-33,
Schäfter+Kirchoff GmbH, Hamburg). Due to the fact that the necessary specifi-
cations for including the focusing module into the simulation are not known, the
phase and intensity in a selected plane are reconstructed. In order to characterize
the light source by the TIE, the intensity needs to be measured in several planes
along z. In Figure 6.2, the experimental setup is sketched. The light beam to retrieve
is transformed by a refocusing optic to enhance the lateral resolution of the field
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distribution on the detector and the axial resolution along z. The latter is limited
by the specifications of the dynamic stage (M-ILS300LM-S, Newport Corporation,
Irvine), which is used to shift the detector. Optimal parameters for the positioning
and the refocusing optics are evaluated theoretically in [144] and in [46,147] based on
synthetic data. For the particular example, 100 images are recorded within a range
of Δz = ±15 mm close to the beams focus. For the magnification of the beam, a
doublet with a focal length of f = 50 mm is used (AC254-050-A, Thorlabs GmbH,
Dachau), which additional aberrations are later considered in the reconstruction
process. The intensity is captured by a 12-bit camera (SP928, Ophir Spiricon Eu-
rope GmbH, Darmstadt) with a pixel size of 3.69 μm by 3.69 μm. In order to reduce
the noise and enhance the dynamic range of the images, multiple measurements
are averaged and several different exposures are combined by a high-dynamic-range
(HDR) algorithm [148]. Afterwards, Equation 6.5 is solved with N = 5000 RBFs for
the measured data. To minimize the influence of the residual noise, the derivatives
of the intensity are numerically evaluated by a slowly oscillating Savitzky-Golay fil-
ter [149]. The result is verified by a free-space propagation, introduced in Section
2.1, of the retrieved field into different planes along z and subsequent comparison
to the measured intensities. By capturing an additional stack of images, the range
for verification Δz is extended to 300 mm.

In Figure 6.3, the result of the retrieval process is shown. In the upper row, the
measured intensities along z, and in the center row, the propagated intensities based
on the retrieved field are displayed for comparison. The residual deviations ΔI(x, y)
with an intensity weighted rms error up to 8 % are shown below. Similar to [150,151],
the quantitative measure is defined by

rms(ΔI(x, y)) =

√∫∫
ΔI(x, y)2Iw(x, y)dxdy∫∫

Iw(x, y)dxdy
, (6.6)

where the weighting function Iw(x, y) corresponds to the measured intensity. The
corresponding, centered cross-sections of the measured and retrieved beams are pre-
sented in Figure 6.4. Along the entire axial range, a good qualitative and quan-
titative match is achieved. By investigating the oscillation of the intensity on the
optical axis before the focus of the beam, spherical aberrations are identified.
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Figure 6.3.: Measured intensity of the real light source at different positions along
the z-axis and corresponding distributions based on the retrieved field.
The values are normalized in each plane on the maximum intensity.
The residual deviations with the corresponding weighted rms error are
shown in the bottom row.
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Figure 6.4.: Two-dimensional cross-sections I(x = 0, y, z) of the measured inten-
sity of the real light source and the retrieved beam. The values are
normalized on the maximum intensity. Below, the corresponding one-
dimensional cross-sections I(x = 0, y = 0, z) are plotted.

Before estimating the accuracy of the procedure and discussing residual deviations
in detail, the retrieved field is propagated back into the plane of interest, where it
is used for further simulations. The influence of the refocusing optic is taken into
account by geometrical optics. In Figure 6.5, the characterized field in the focal
plane of the particular light source is shown. Due to symmetry observations [81],
spherical aberrations are identified by the radial rings around the peak of the field
and astigmatism by the double plane symmetry of the distribution. Furthermore,
coma is observed due to the asymmetry of the cross-sections. This is confirmed, by a
Zernike-Fringe fit of the wavefront at the last surface of the micro-focus module [152].
The result for the primary aberrations is shown in Table 6.2. Possible reasons for
the perturbed beam are residual imperfections coming from the manufacturing and
the alignment of the compact lens module. Especially, the distance between the
two micro lenses, indicated in Figure 6.2, and the orientation of the second lens are
difficult to handle.

In general, the noise of the captured images is the most critical parameter for the
quality of the procedure. In general, the noise is handled by an averaging over several
images, a subtraction of the background signal and the combination of multiple
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Figure 6.5.: Electric field distribution of the retrieved light source close to the focal
plane and corresponding cross-sections. The total power is normalized
to P = 1 mW and the wavelength is λ = 662.5 nm.

astigmatism coma spherical
aberrations

c5 = −0.07λ
c6 = −0.02λ

c7 = −0.06λ
c8 = −0.18λ

c9 = +0.38λ

Table 6.2.: Primary aberrations based on a Zernike-Fringe fit of the wavefront at the
exit surface of the real light source. The norm radius is Rn = 2.5 mm.

exposures by the HDR-algorithm. For phase retrieval algorithms, it is common, to
estimate the accuracy by an evaluation of synthetic data, perturbed by noise [46,144].
Therefore, a Gaussian intensity profile with an aberrated phase, comparable to the
studied example, is propagated into several planes zi. Afterwards, the TIE is solved
based on the synthetic intensities, perturbed with different levels of additive + and
multiplicative ∗ noise, defined by a centered normal distribution N with standard
deviation σ,

Ip(x, y, zi) = I(x, y, zi) · (1 + N(σ∗)) + max [(I(x, y, zi)] · N(σ+). (6.7)

Here, the additive term models white noise and the multiplicative part accounts for
nonlinearities and blooming effects of the detector. In order to address the quality
of the characterization, the retrieved field is then compared to the original data,
150 mm apart from the plane of retrieval to include the influence of the free-space
propagation. In Figure 6.6, the signal weighted rms error of the intensity and of the
wavefront deviations are plotted for different noise levels. The constant small error
for low noise levels is coming from the evaluation of the system of linear equations
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and the numerical free-space propagation. The additive noise is observed to be
more critical than the multiplicative noise. According to Figure 6.3, an rms error in
intensity between 2 and 8 % is achieved. Therefore, the accuracy of the approach is
estimated based on the results for synthetic data in Figure 6.6 to be around λ/100. If
a higher accuracy is necessary, the noise needs to be better controlled. For example,
a wavefront error around λ/1000 corresponds to a noise level below 10−6.
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Figure 6.6.: Intensity weighted rms errors of the wavefront deviations rms(ΔW )
(blue) and the intensity deviations rms(ΔI) (red) for different addi-
tive (+) and multiplicative (∗) noise levels σ, evaluated 150 mm apart
from the plane of retrieval to include the influence of the free-space
propagation.

Further deviations might arise due to the final propagation of the retrieved field
into the plane of interest. Based on estimated alignment-uncertainties of the used
refocusing optic, the possible impact on the final result is evaluated by ray tracing
simulations. For a tilt of ±0.5◦ and a decenter of ±0.1 mm, the final accuracy of the
retrieved coma and astigmatism is expected to better than λ/25. If a higher accuracy
is necessary for the application, the usage of a better corrected refocusing optic, such
as a microscopic lens, is recommended. Residual manufacturing imperfections are
not considered so far, but can be included in the future.
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6.2. Simulation concept of the system

The simulation of the compact scattering setup is based on the concept for a more
holistic description, which is introduced in Chapter 3. In Figure 6.7 (left), the optical
layout of the system is sketched. The monochromatic light beam, emitted by a fiber
coupled laser diode, is focused with a compact objective lens onto a pinhole, which
acts as a spatial filter. To obtain the scattered reflected light of the sample in the
far field, the light distribution at the pinhole is imaged by a spherical shaped mirror
on a matrix detector apart from the sample. To avoid direct reflexes, the detector is
tilted by 28◦ towards the incoming beam. Corresponding distances are given within
Figure 6.7 (left).

Figure 6.7.: Optical (left) and simulation (right) layout of the example system. FP
denotes free-space propagation.

The layout of the simulation is sketched in Figure 6.7 (right) with regard to Chap-
ter 3. So far, the sequence of calculation corresponds to a linear arrangement. This
will become more complex in Section 6.3, when a cover glass is inserted above the
sample. In the following, the used methods and assumptions within the individual
modules are briefly discussed. The connection of the individual components is han-
dled by free-space propagation algorithms based on the angular spectrum of plane
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waves, which are introduced in Section 2.1.

Light source

For the integration of the real light source, the final result of Section 6.1 is used. The
characterization by phase retrieval overcomes the problem of incomplete known data
of the used laser diode and compact lens module. Furthermore, also technological
aspects, such as manufacturing imperfections or a misalignment are now included. A
circular aperture is part of the micro-focus module to allow for a flexible adjustment
of the numerical aperture of the source. In addition, a linear polarizer is installed
in the experimental setup. Therefore, the beam is defined to be linear polarized.
To study the impact of the real light source, an ideal Gaussian beam with a waist
of w0 = 2.5 μm is defined according to Equation 3.2 for comparison. All results are
based on a total power of P = 1 mW.

Pinhole

A pinhole with a diameter of 150 μm is used as a spatial filter, which ideally blocks
all stray light from the light source. In the simulation, the pinhole is considered by a
circular aperture mask. Manufacturing imperfection and possible scattering within
the hole are not included so far.

Spherical mirror

The spherical mirror with a radius of curvature of r = 125 mm and a clear aperture of
15 mm is modeled according to Section 3.2. From the viewpoint of optical design, the
optimal shape of the tilted mirror (3◦), in order to prevent an aberration of the beam,
would be an ellipse, which allows for perfect stigmatic imaging. As a consequence,
the near angle scattered light around the specular reflex would be better accessible.
However, the residual roughness of the manufactured substrate, and therefore the
parasitic contribution to the scattered light, would be larger compared to a highly
polished spherical mirror. Based on the investigations in [153], the last component
before the sample, which is the considered mirror, has the largest impact on the
signature and the final sensitivity of the system. Therefore, the scattering of the
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field at the mirror is included according to Section 6 based on the assumption of
a perfectly conducting substrate. For the highly polished surface, the condition of
small surface height variations is fulfilled and thus, the vector perturbation theory
is applied. The statistical scattering amplitude is evaluated up to the second order
by flattening the field and the mirror in paraxial approximation. In Figure 6.8,
measured PSDs of the mirror are presented, which are obtained by the Fraunhofer
IOF Jena in different setups and combined to a model PSD [154]. The result is used
for the scattering simulations in this work.

Figure 6.8.: Measured PSDs of the spherical mirror and corresponding model PSD
[154]. The surface is characterized at two positions by white-light inter-
ferometry (WLI) with different magnifications.

Sample

In principle, the scattering at the sample can be handled according to the methods
described for the spherical mirror. Instead of the SPM, for local surface defects, the
tangent plane approximation, which is introduced in Section 6, can be applied [45].
Within this work, the focus is on the evaluation of the systems signature. For
corresponding measurements, a super polished silicon wafer is used, whose additional
scattering is not included so far but can be part of future research if corresponding
surface measurements are provided.
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CMOS-detector and signal processing

In contrast to goniometer based setups [155], the scattered light is captured without
scanning procedures by a matrix detector (MV1-D2080-160G2, Photonfocus AG,
Lachen) with a corrected non-linear response [140]. The resolution is 2080 by 2080
pixels with a pitch of 8 μm.

Figure 6.9.: Illustration of the applied signal processing in the HOROS setup. [140]

The overall scheme of the signal processing is shown in Figure 6.9. Due to the
limited dynamic range of the detector, the final distribution is obtained by a com-
bination of several images with different exposure times according to [148]. Here,
the background noise is subtracted for each individual exposure. The ARS is then
finally calculated by [156]

ARS(θs, φs) = ΔPs(θs, φs)
PiΔΩs

, (6.8)

where the scattered power ΔPs is proportional to the signal of the detector Vcor.
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The scattering angles, θs and φs, and the solid angle ΔΩs are determined based
on the geometries of the detector with respect to the sample. Unfortunately, the
total input power on the detector Pi cannot be measured directly because the high
intensity in the focal spot exceeds the saturation level of the detector. Instead, a
calibration with a known ARS distribution is performed to get a signal proportional
to the input power. Based on the final scattering distribution, the PSD of the sample
is then evaluated under the limitations of the SPM for single metallic or dielectric
surfaces by [157]

PSD(νx, νy) = λ4

16π2 cos2 θs cos θiQ
ARS(θs, φs), (6.9)

νx = 1
λ

(sin θs cos φs − sin θi), (6.10)

νy = 1
λ

(sin θs sin φs). (6.11)

Here, θi is the incident angle on the surface and Q is a factor dependent on the
sample, the geometry of the setup and the polarization of the light [59]. Finally, the
rms roughness σr, which is typically used as a quantitative measure for the surface
quality [158], is calculated by

σr =

√∫∫
PSD(νx, νy)dνxdνy. (6.12)

The region around the specular reflex is excluded by calculating its position and
defining a minimum considered spatial frequency.

In summary, the simulation follows the same signal processing concept except for
the calibration procedure by a reference sample. This impact is not included in the
following results.

In a first step, the differences between the ideal and the real light source are an-
alyzed. Therefore, the simulation is performed making use of the full numerical
aperture without shutting down the circular aperture of the light source. In Fig-
ure 6.10, the ARS distributions at the detector in an area around the focal spot
are shown for comparison. In both distributions, an asymmetrical shape, which is
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Figure 6.10.: Two-dimensional simulated ARS distributions of the setup based on
the ideal and the real light source. A subarea of the detector around
the focal spot is selected. The coordinates of the detector cor-
responds to scattering angles between θs = 17.6◦ and 18.4◦, and
φs = −1.6◦ and 1.6◦, relative to the sample.

perpendicular to the rotation axis of the mirror, is observed. This comes from the
reflection at the spherical mirror under a finite angle and the resulting coma aber-
rations. In contrast to the ideal Gaussian beam, the spot of the real light source
is further disturbed by the aberrations introduced due to the micro-focus module.
In principle, the additional spherical aberrations lead to the pronounced rings. It
is worth mentioning, that the diffraction structures along the axes are influenced
to a certain degree by artifacts coming from the discretization of the circular aper-
tures [159]. In the current configuration, the sensitivity of the system for detecting
the scattered light of the sample, is mainly limited by the aberrations origin from
the tilted spherical mirror and not by the impact of the real light source. This will
become different, if an elliptical substrate is used instead of the spherical one. As-
suming a perfect substrate without any manufacturing deformations, the near angle
sensitivity will be more influenced by the aberrations of the real source.

In contrast to previous studies, the assembled setup is used with a reduced numer-
ical aperture to overcome the described problems and to increase the sensitivity.
Therefore, the diaphragm behind the light source is shut down and thus, the size of
the focal spot at the pinhole is increased. As a consequence of the almost uniform
illumination, the field at the pinhole corresponds now to an Airy instead of a nearly
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Figure 6.11.: Two-dimensional simulated and measured ARS distributions of the
setup and evaluated rms roughness σr. A subarea of the detector
around the focal spot is selected. The corresponding cross-sections are
shown in the bottom row and the contribution of the scattering is indi-
cated (red). The coordinates of the detector corresponds to scattering
angles between θs = 16.5◦ and 19.5◦, and φs = −5.6◦ and 5.6◦, relative
to the sample.
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Gaussian distribution. In an optimal configuration, the Airy distribution is cut at
its first minimum by the pinhole in order to reduce edge diffraction and get a small
spot at the detector. Due to the reduced numerical aperture, the aberrations of the
tilted spherical mirror and diffraction effects at its aperture are reduced. As a major
drawback of this configuration, the theoretically achievable near angle sensitivity is
declined due to the increased width of the specular reflex. In general, the reduction
of the numerical aperture corresponds to a trade-off between increasing the final
spot size and eliminating the aberrations from the spherical mirror and the impact
of the light source. In Figure 6.11 (upper right), the measured ARS distribution,
which was provided by the Fraunhofer IOF Jena, is shown for the described configu-
ration. The data are clipped at a certain maximum intensity because of the limited
exposure times of the used matrix detector. By analyzing the number of rings of the
observed ARS, the diameter of the used pinhole is found to be too large. Instead
of cutting the Airy distribution at its first minimum, the first and part of the sec-
ond maximum can be seen. In addition, the pinhole seems to be decentered, what
will be confirmed by the simulation. In Figure 6.11 (upper left), the corresponding
result is presented. To better match the experimental results, the pinhole is shifted
by 8 μm along the y-axis in the simulation. The sensitivity of the system around
the specular reflex is limited by a decreasing contribution, which is observed to be
below 10−1 sr−1. This originates from the residual edge diffraction at the pinhole
and the scattered light from the rough surface of the spherical mirror, whose im-
pact is indicated in the corresponding cross-sections. While the overall shape of the
simulated ARS coincides with the measured results, the observed pattern around
the focal spot cannot be reproduced. One reason for this is the application of the
azimuthal averaged, one-dimensional PSD, leading to an incoherent description of
the scattering. Especially in the near angle domain, which corresponds to the low
spatial frequencies of the PSD, the neglect of the phase is assumed to be critical.
While the detailed evaluation of the accuracy of the used scattering models goes
beyond the scope of this work, this should be investigated during further research.
Furthermore, the contribution of the scattered intensity is almost linearly depen-
dent on the measured PSD according to Equations 2.46 and 6.9. As a consequence,
possible measurement errors have a large influence on the results. For the particular
example, certain deviations, especially for low spatial frequencies, are expected ac-
cording to the difference between the individual PSDs in Figure 6.8. This may also
explain the differences between the simulated and the measured rms roughness. In
addition, also the residual surface deviations of the used silicon wafer may have a
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certain influence here, which can be included if certain measurements are provided.
For a quantitative comparison of the focal spot, the recording of unclipped data
would be necessary. This could be realized by the implementation of variable neu-
tral density filters into the setup. Apart from this, further improvements could be
achieved by including more possible alignment uncertainties, such as the positioning
and orientation of the individual components. Before the results are summarized,
the impact of a cover glass above the sample is studied.

6.3. Integration of a cover glass

For industrial applications, a cover glass becomes necessary to protect the system
from environmental influences. Besides additional stray light, a major drawback
of this implementation are multiple reflexes at the plane plate, which perturb the
detected ARS distribution. As a final step, a cover glass is included into the simu-
lation. In Figure 6.12 (left), the optical layout of the system, protected by a cover
glass, is shown. In addition to the main specular reflex (dark red), several exemplary
reflexes, external and internal, are indicated (light red). According to Chapter 3, the
corresponding simulation layout is presented in Figure 6.12 (right). Dependent on
the order of reflection within the cover glass, the resulting reflected or transmitted
field is either propagated to the sample or the detector. Finally, the individual fields
are superposed. Due to an incoherent description of the scattering, their individual
intensity distributions are added.

The modeling of the cover glass follows the explanations in Section 3.2 for a plane
plate. In addition, the field is split at each interface between two media into a
reflected and transmitted part dependent on the properties of the cover glass. Up
to a certain order, the individual fields are then further propagated through the
system. For first investigations, an uncoated borosilicate float glass [160] with a
thickness of 1 mm was selected by the Fraunhofer IOF Jena. The plane plate is
positioned parallel to the sample in a distance of 5 mm. The additional scattering
from the cover glass is not included into the simulation so far.

The results of the simulation are presented in Figure 6.13. For a first discussion, only
external reflections at the plane plate are included. The lower spot at y = −4 mm
correspond to the direct reflection of the incident beam at the cover glass. According
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Figure 6.12.: Sketch of the optical (left) and the simulation (right) layout of the
system, protected by a cover glass. In addition to the main specular
reflex (dark red), several exemplary reflexes, external and internal, are
indicated (light red).
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Figure 6.13.: Two-dimensional simulated ARS distributions of the setup with a cover
glass. Only external reflections at the cover glass are included. The
coordinates of the detector corresponds to scattering angles between
θs = 9◦ and 26◦, and φs = −44◦ and 44◦, relative to the sample.
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to the properties of the used material, the polarization of the light and an incident
angle of 18◦, the reflected power is around 4 % of the total power of the incident
beam. The reflex at y = 3 mm originates from a reflection at the cover glass after the
beams interaction with the sample. With respect to the reflectivity of the sample, its
power is around 0.4 % of the incident power and is further decreased to 6 × 10−3 %
if another reflection at the cover glass is considered.
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Figure 6.14.: Two-dimensional simulated and measured ARS distributions of the
setup. The coordinates of the detector corresponds to scattering angles
between θs = 9◦ and 26◦, and φs = −44◦ and 44◦, relative to the sample.

In Figure 6.14, the measured ARS distribution for the discussed configuration is
shown. Unfortunately, the provided measurements are clipped at a certain intensity
and the power calibration in this setup is quite critical. Therefore, the comparison
with the simulation results is limited to a qualitative discussion. In order, to match
the positions of the individual spots, the positioning and orientation of the cover
glass is kept variable and optimized within the simulation. In this way, the plane
plate is found to be shifted along the z-axis by 2 mm and tilted around its x- and
y-axis by 0.2◦ and 0.6◦, respectively. Not only for the external reflections but also for
the multiple reflections within the cover glass, a qualitative performance prediction
of the real system is achieved. While the same sources for deviations as discussed
in Section 6.2 apply, additional reflections from the housing and the detector are
not considered. The results could be further improved by taking more, unclipped
measurements into account and optimizing additional degrees of freedom for the
adjustment of the setup.
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6.4. Summary

In this chapter, the capabilities of a more holistic simulation approach were demon-
strated and refined performance predictions of the compact scattering sensor were
achieved. Based on a modified phase retrieval approach, the illumination field behind
the fiber-coupled laser diode and subsequent micro-focus module was characterized
and its impact on the system analyzed. Furthermore, the scattered light at the
spherical mirror was considered in the wave-optical simulation relying on perturba-
tion theory. To access the ARS distribution and the final rms roughness, digital
post-processing was included into the simulation. Finally, the use of a cover glass
and resulting multiple reflections were studied. By a comparison to measured data,
several points for further improvement of the simulation were investigated:

• So far, the provided measurements are clipped at a certain maximum intensity
due to the limitations of the detector. This could be realized by the imple-
mentation of variable neutral density filters into the setup.

• The accuracy of available scattering models should be investigated during
further research. Especially for small scattering angles, the transition between
coherent and incoherent modeling is of interest.

• Improved surface measurements would allow for a more accurate simulation.
For example, the approach for low and mid spatial frequencies, presented in
Chapter 5, could be applied.

However, the presented results for a comprehensive simulation of the table-top scat-
tering setup form the foundation for an extensive analysis and offer new possibilities
for further optimization and improvement of the system:

• The impact of an elliptical mirror to reduce the aberrations can be virtually
evaluated.

• Different light sources can be studied to improve the sensitivity.

• Optimal anti-reflection coatings for the cover glass can be investigated.

• A mechanical suppression of the reflexes by additional apertures or the digital
removal by signal processing can be tested.
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7. Conclusion and outlook

In this thesis, new approaches, which lead to a more holistic simulation of optical
systems, were introduced and discussed. Based on several examples, it was suc-
cessfully demonstrated that the concept of an aggregation of individual simulation
models and the integration of technological aspects lead to an improved performance
prediction and offers new opportunities. In the following, the major deliverables of
this work are briefly summarized. In Chapter 3, a modular framework for a holistic
description and simulation of modern optical systems was presented and exemplary
filled for a thin-disk multipass amplifier. Physical effects, such as gain and absorp-
tion in the active medium, and a heat-induced deformation of the disk are taken into
account and the degradation of the beam quality due to a misalignment was quanti-
fied. Afterwards, several new approaches for a more holistic model were presented.
A new, quasi-fast algorithm for the coherent field propagation between tilted planes,
which is based on a decomposition of the general rotation matrix, was introduced
and compared to state-of-the-art solutions. A high accuracy, even for large rotation
angles, was demonstrated based on several examples. In Chapter 5, performance
limiting manufacturing errors of diamond-turned freeform surfaces are included into
the simulation of an imaging system. The new approach is based on an analytic
description of the measured surfaces with a priori knowledge of typical deformation
profiles, which enables the performance prediction of even complex systems as a
whole. For demonstration, an afocal, anamorphic imaging telescope was selected
and the approach was verified by a comparison with measured wavefronts. Further-
more, the capabilities for a comprehensive analysis of the impact of figure errors
and regular mid-spatial frequencies were pointed out by a variation of the surfaces
coefficients. Based on the simulation of a table-top scattering setup, the more holis-
tic approach was shown to offer new opportunities in performance prediction and
the foundation for further improvements of the system. Not only physical effects,
such as diffraction or scattering at rough surfaces, but also digital post-processing
algorithms as well as real properties of the used light source were included. There-
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fore, a modified approach for the characterization of coherent light beams based
on the TIE was presented and applied. Furthermore, an estimate on the realized
accuracy was given. The achieved results were qualitatively compared to measured
scattering distributions and residual deviations were discussed. In summary, it was
demonstrated that the comprehensive models allow for rather accurate performance
predictions and enable fast virtual prototyping of new setups.

Motivated by the results of this thesis, there are several interesting points which
can be addressed within future research. The simulation of the thin-disk multipass
amplifier could be further improved by an extended modeling of the active medium,
which takes polarization effects into account and regards the impact of thermal heat-
ing in more detail. Apart from this, also the consideration of temporal effects and the
characterization of the input beam by the presented approach would be of interest.
While a comparison with interpolation-based methods is already included within
this thesis, the evaluation of possible differences between the introduced approach
for the light propagation on tilted planes and algorithms relying on NFFTs could
be part of future research. In addition, the approach for the description of real
components could be further extended to other manufacturing technologies apart
from diamond turning, such as molding or additive manufacturing. Furthermore,
a comprehensive tolerancing analysis based on a statistical variation of the coeffi-
cients would be useful for the design process of modern, freeform-based systems.
With regard to the simulation of the table-top scattering setup, several points are
addressed in the corresponding sections, which should be clarified by improved mea-
surements. Especially in the near angle domain, it is recommended to check the
limits of available scattering models for different applications by a comprehensive
experimental comparison. Additionally, the system can be further optimized based
on the achieved results. For example, the evaluation of the impact of an elliptical
mirror, different anti-reflection coatings or improved software algorithms could be
part of future investigations. Apart from this, a possible extension of the approach
for the characterization of real light sources to partially coherent laser beams would
be of interest for many applications.
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